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RNA tetraloop is the smallest, simplest and the most frequent motif which is involved 
in numerous important biological functions. A local deviation from the RNA standard 
tetraloop, d2 tetraloop, has been identified with high abundance in 5S, 16S and 23S 
rRNAs. The presence of d2 tetraloops in highly conserved regions of 16S and 23S 
rRNAs suggests their functional importance.  
 
With one less residue in the loop, d2 tetraloops are considered more energetically 
constrained and less stable than standard tetraloops. The deletion at position j+2 in the 
loop is always correlated with an adjacent stem distortion. MD simulations of 
314-d2-tetraloop (a sample structure of d2 tetraloops) and cutd2-tetraloop (an 
artificially built perfect d2 tetraloop with no stem defects) have shown that stem defects 
are the stabilizing factor of d2 tetraloops. Simulations have also revealed that the 
insertion residue 318C (an example of stem defect) is stabilizing 314-d2-tetraloop by 
forming hydrogen bonding interactions with both the loop and the stem. When these 
two hydrogen bonding interactions are eliminated, the structure remained relatively 
stable compared to cutd2-tetraloop where the insertion residue was completely 
removed from the stem. This suggests the insertion residue is also stabilizing 
314-d2-tetraloop by providing some conformational relaxation in the stem.  
Investigation of RNA standard tetraloop high temperature unfolding has revealed that 
the d2 tetraloop is possibly a kinetically trapped intermediate state during the folding of 
the standard tetraloop. High temperature unfolding simulations of standard tetraloop 
have shown a three-state folding behavior: a folded state, an intermediate state and an 
unfolded state. The folding of standard tetraloop starts with the formation of the loop. 
The closing base pair forms first, followed by the loop and the stem which form critical 
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interactions such as base pairing and stacking that make a tetraloop.  
 
ROMP PNB has been investigated as supports for immobilized homogeneous catalysts 
to achieve high reactivity and high selectivity and easy separation. Polymers with 
intermediate conformational order can increase the accessibility of tethered 
homogeneous catalysts. Simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD have shown the 
importance of bulky side groups in enabling the polymer to adopt a helical 
conformation. Such helical conformations have been associated with intermediate 
structural order in similar polymers such as PNB made by non-ROMP mechanisms. 
This intermediate order manifests itself as a split in the amorphous halo of WAXD 
pattern. Bulk simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD generated WAXD patterns that are 
close to the experimentally generated WAXD patterns where there are two split peaks: 
lower angle peak representing intermolecular interaction and higher angle peak 
representing intramolecular interaction. This indicates that the imide and side group are 























Computer simulations have been widely used in the fields of computational 
biology and material science for studying molecular systems ranging from biological 
molecules to synthetic polymers. Computer simulations can be considered as virtual 
experiments that are between theoretical models and experimental data collected in the 
laboratory. Computer simulations will not replace experimental work, but rather 
supplement the experimental work by explaining results of the experiments and 
providing information that cannot be obtained via experiment. Molecular Dynamics 
simulation, as a form of computer simulation, has become a powerful predictive tool to 
investigate the structures, dynamics and thermodynamics of biological and synthetic 
polymer systems.   
This work applies Molecular Dynamics (MD) as the principle tool to study the 
structures of both a biological molecule and a synthetic polymer: Ribonucleic Acid 
(RNA) and ROMP Poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (ROMP 
PNBDC_UD). RNAs are structurally very flexible and can adopt numerous 
conformations that are not well understood. This work focused on the study of RNA 
tetraloops, one of the smallest, simplest and most frequent motifs. MD simulations 
performed on this small RNA structure can provide great insight on its thermodynamics 
stability and its folding pathway.  
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Traditionally synthetic polymers form either a regular crystal or an amorphous 
random coil. However, there is a class of polymer that forms an intermediate level of 
order: a helix-kink conformation. A good example of such a polymer is vinylic 
poly(norbornene). Its ROMP cousin, ROMP poly(norbornene) forms a random coil due 
to the high flexibility of the cyclopentane ring on its backbone. Simulations performed 
on ROMP PNBDC_UD, a ROMP PNB with bulky side groups added to its backbone to 
increase rigidity can reveal the role of bulky side groups in making the polymer 




1.2.1 RNA Structure 
 
Ribonucleic Acid (RNA) consists of a long chain of nucleotide units. Each 
nucleotide consists of a base, a ribose sugar and a phosphate. The ribose sugar has five 
carbons numbered 1’ through 5’. A base is attached to the 1’ position, generally adenine 
(A), cytosine (C), guanine (G) or uracil (U). A phosphate group is attached to the 3’ 
position of one ribose and the 5’ position of the next (Figure 1.1). 
RNA has long been underestimated in its capacities, originally considered an 
uninteresting contaminant of the more important proteins. Since 1950s, the 
involvement of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) transfer RNA (tRNA) and messenger RNA 
(mRNA) in many important biological processes like translation, transcription, 
regulation and protein synthesis was gradually discovered [1, 2]. As a further surprise, 
in 1975 Thomas Cech [3] and colleagues showed that RNA could also be catalytically 
active in addition to carrying genetic information. In view of these additional 
capabilities, RNA is now generally considered to have been critical for the evolution of 
life before the genetic code had evolved: RNA could thus have performed dual 






Figure 1.1: RNA nucleotide structure and four bases, adenine, guanine, cytosine and 
uracil [5, 6].  
 
 
This functional diversity is also reflected in the structural diversity of RNA. Its 
structural polymorphism arises from the large number of degrees of freedom of its 
backbone, which has six backbone torsion angles and one angle describing the rotation 
of the base relative to the sugar [7]. The structural polymorphism of RNA gives rise to a 
variety of RNA structural motifs.  
It was believed that prediction and design of three-dimensional structures of 
large RNAs are best approached using small structural motifs, with modular and 





[9] defined an RNA motif as a discrete sequence or combination of base juxtapositions 
found in naturally occurring RNAs in unexpectedly high abundance. All of these 
discrete, hyperabundant sequences and base juxtapositions have distinctive 
conformations that are independent of the context in which they are embedded. 
Westhof [10] considered RNA motifs to be ordered stacked arrays of base pairs with 
distinctive backbone geometries with ordered arrays of isosteric non-Watson-Crick 





1.2.2 RNA Tetraloops 
 
Among these motifs, Tetraloops are the simplest, smallest and most frequent 
motif and are the focus of the biological macromolecules part of this study (Chapter II, 
III and IV). Tetraloops are terminal loops, which were first observed in early 
phylogenetic comparisons of RNAs as characteristic four residue sequences [12–14]. A 
terminal loop is any sequence where an RNA folds back on itself so that a stem can 
form [9]. Tetraloops have been broadly grouped by sequence into three classes, which 
are GNRA [15-19], UNCG [14, 20-24], and CUUG [25, 26], (where N can be any 
nucleotide and R is either G or A), and have extraordinary thermodynamic stabilities 
[14, 27, 28]. 
Tetraloops have a lot of important biological functions and are thought to 
initiate folding of complex RNA molecules [14], to stabilize helical stems [14, 29], and 
to provide recognition elements for tertiary interactions and protein binding [15, 30, 31]. 
Therefore, understanding the stability and the folding mechanism of tetraloops would 
expand the overall understanding of numerous important biological functions of this 







1.2.3 Structural Database 
 
The structural databases, e.g. Nucleic Acid Database [32], Protein Data Bank 
(PDB) [33], which contain 3D structures of DNA, RNA and protein molecules, have 
grown explosively in the last decade. To date, more than 50 thousand structures have 
been deposited in the Protein Data Bank, with about four thousand nucleic acid 
structures in the Nucleic Acid Database. 
The crystal structures of very large RNA molecules are now available at high 
resolution. At 2.4 Å resolution, there is a large subunit (LSU) of the ribosomal RNA 
from archaeon H. marismortui [34, 35] (PDB entry 1JJ2), which is a halophile from the 
Dead Sea. At 2.8 Å resolution, there is a ribosomal RNA assembly from eubacterium T. 
thermophilus [36] (PDB entry 2J00, 2J01), isolated from a thermal vent. At 2.3 Å 
resolution, there is a 160 nucleotide P4 – P6 domain of the self-slicing Tetrahymena 
thermophila group I intron [37] (PDB entry 1HR2). These are large structures rich in 
conformation, folding, tertiary base – base interactions, secondary structures and 
kinetically trapped intermediates and are therefore valuable database for studying RNA 
structures. 
The HM 23S rRNA (1JJ2) is the test ‘database’ for this study and is generally 
referred to as the database in the three chapters on RNA. At 2.4 Å resolution, the atomic 
positions of the vast majority of the 23S rRNA of HM LSU are well-characterized and 
are more acutely determined than any other large RNA complex. The HM 23S rRNA, 








1.2.4 Standard Tetraloop and d2 Tetraloop 
 
Williams and Coworkers [38] show that RNA tolerates variation in 
conformation, topology, and molecular interactions. The variation is described by four 
distinct modes, which are insertions, deletions, strand clips and 3-2 switches, 
collectively called DevLS (Figure 2.1). In their study, Williams and coworkers focused 
on the tetraloop motif aiming at providing broad implications for RNA structure in 
general. 
In collaboration with Williams group, we focus our study on the standard 
tetraloop and the d2 tetraloop, which belongs to the deletion family of DevLS. Figure 
1.2 shows the structure and nomenclature of residue positions of both standard 
tetraloop and d2 tetraloop. 
 
 
   
Figure 1.2: Structure and residue positions nomenclature of both standard tetraloop 









In a d2 tetraloop, residue j+2 of a standard tetraloop is absent. Residue j+3 of a 
standard tetraloop becomes j+2 of a d2 tetraloop. The deletion of residue j+2 in the loop 
area does not appreciably change the positions of the remaining backbone atoms of 
these tetraloops. The d2 tetraloops are more strained in conformation than the standard 
tetraloops due to the fact that there are only three residues in the loop region. Out of 40 
identified tetraloops from the 23S rRNA of HM LSU database, 21 are standard 
tetraloops and 10 are d2 tetraloops. The reason for the high abundance of d2 tetraloop in 
the database is unknown. 
Williams and coworkers found that the deletion at position j+2 is always 
correlated with adjacent helical distortions such as insertions at position 3, clipping at 
position 2, or base pairing disruption in the stem. In other words, a perfect d2 tetraloop 
with no stem distortion has not been observed in the database. Our hypothesis is that the 





1.3 ROMP Poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) 
 
Polymers, as homogeneous catalysts supports, have previously been used in 
the application of immobilized homogeneous catalysis and provide many advantages as 
supports for such systems [39]. There are a number of types of polymeric chains that 
can be used as catalysts supports. One such type includes linear chains with 
functionalized end groups. Linear chains with a catalyst either on every monomer unit 
or some other configuration that offers higher loading are also available for use. If a 
catalyst is tethered to a polymer support, a random coil polymer has the potential to 
block the catalyst site to the reactant. A random coil polymer has no underlying 
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structure so it is possible that the catalyst site could be on the interior of the polymer 
molecule. Therefore polymers with helical conformations with an expanded overall 
conformation are desirable in immobilized catalysis systems. 
Modeling of poly(norbornene) created via ring-opening metathesis 
polymerization (ROMP PNB) by Ludovice group showed that all of the conformations 
of ROMP PNB form a random coil. It was determined that the presence of the random 
coil conformations was due to the fact that the cyclopentane ring on the backbone was 
not rigid enough to be considered as non-rotatable [40]. However, it is possible to 
functionalize the cyclopentane ring in such a manner as to remove the flexibility of the 
backbone cyclopentane ring. 
Recent experimental studies have shown results that may suggest that the 
polymerization of a repeat unit with the addition of a second ring fused to the 
cyclopentane ring could produce a polymer that has a helix-kink conformation [41–45]. 
ROMP poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (PNBDC_UD) is an 
example of PNB with such a bulky side group (Figure 1.3). In ROMP PNBDC_UD, a 
second ring is fused to the backbone cyclopentane ring of ROMP PNB to make the 
cyclopentane ring more rigid and therefore behave as a non-rotatable bond, thus 








      
Figure 1.3: Structure of ROMP poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide).  
 
 
1.4 Molecular Modeling  
 
Molecular modeling can be a powerful tool and is now routinely used to 
investigate the structure, dynamics and thermodynamics of biological and polymeric 
systems. It will not replace experimental work, but rather supplement the experimental 
work by explaining results of the experiments and providing information that cannot be 
obtained via experiment. 
 
 
1.4.1 Molecular Dynamics 
 
One of the principal tools in the theoretical study of biological and synthetic 
macromolecules is the method of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. This 
computational method calculates the time dependent behavior of a molecular system. It 





the force exerted on the particle, m is its mass, and a is its acceleration. From the 
knowledge of the force on each atom, it is possible to determine the acceleration of each 
atom in the system. 
Integration of the equations of motion then yields a trajectory that describes 
the positions, velocities and accelerations of the particles as they vary with time. From 
this trajectory, the average values of properties can be determined. The method is 
deterministic; once the positions and velocities of each atom are known, the state of the 
system can be predicted at any time in the future or the past. The most common 
ensembles used are NVE, NVT, and NPT, where thermostats and barostats are 
employed to keep temperature and pressure constant. 
 
 
1.4.2 Force Field 
 
The force field and the way it is implemented are two important factors 
contributing to the accuracy of an MD simulation. The force field is a classical 
molecular mechanics potential energy function that describes the structure and covalent 
connectivity of the molecules as well as the intermolecular interaction. Currently 
commonly used force fields for MD simulations of nucleic acids are AMBER [46] and 
CHARMM [47]. In this study, AMBER 94 [48] is used as the force field for all 
simulations on RNA tetraloops. 
The importance of an accurate force field is always clear to all. After 1990s, it 
was realized that the implementation of the force field and the inclusion of solvent and 
counterions are just as critical to an accurate simulation as the force field parameters 
themselves [49]. Although it is possible to treat the solvent implicitly (i.e. with an 
effective dielectric constant that is dependent on distance or a more elaborate model to 
mimic solvent screening), now it is routine to run simulations of nucleic acids in 
explicit solvent with a proper treatment of the long-range electrostatic interactions, 






Previous work determined both AMBER94 [48] and MMFF94 [52, 53, 54] are 
appropriate force field that can be used to accurately simulate the behavior of 
cyclopentane ring. However, for simulating the behavior of ROMP PNB MMFF94 
appeared to be a more accurate force field [40]. Therefore in our study MMFF94 is used 





1.4.3 Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction 
 
Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) is a potential method to characterize 
the helix-kink type of polymer behavior. The normal diffraction pattern for an 
amorphous polymer is a broad peak, called an “amorphous halo”. When order appears 
in the backbone conformation of the polymer, the amorphous halo will be split into two 
distinct peaks, one for the intermolecular interactions (low angle) and the other for 
intramolecular interactions (high angle). 
Molecular simulations of non-ROMP PNB were found to produce WAXD 
spectra which matched that of the experimental data (also shown in Figure 1.4) [55]. 
This WAXD pattern can be explained with a helix-kink conformation which was 
imposed in the simulation. The model shows a split between the intermolecular (low 











Figure 1.4: WAXD spectra for PNB. The dark solid line represents the experimental 
WAXD pattern for PNB, the dashed line represents a four chain model of PNB, the 
solid line represents a six chain model of PNB, and the dotted line represents the 




1.5 Objectives and Hypotheses 
 
 
This work is organized in two parts. Part I (Chapter II – IV): studies 
thermodynamics of standard tetraloops and d2 tetraloops and the folding events of 
standard tetraloops. Part II (Chapter V): studies of the conformation of ROMP 








1.5.1 Part I: RNA tetraloops 
 
RNA tetraloops have high thermodynamic stability and plays an important 
role in a lot of important biological functions [14, 15, 29, 30, 31]. The deletion mode of 
DevLS (d2 motif) is observed abundantly in 23S rRNA of HM LSU by Williams and 
co-workers[32]. Additionally, Gutell and coworkers [56] have also found many 
examples of structure similar to the d2-tetraloop, what they call the Lonepair Triloop 
(LPTL) in 5S, 16S, and 23S rRNA. In comparison to standard tetraloops, due to the 
missing j+2 residue, d2 tetraloops has less intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions 
and less base stacking in the loop area and therefore are considered a highly strained 
structures. Therefore we hypothesize that something about the d2 tetraloop must 
stabilze its structure. 
Half of these d2 tetraloops (Williams) or Lonepair Triloops (Gutell) are in 
close association with proteins. The majority of them are positioned at sites in rRNAs 
that are conserved in three phylogenetic domains; a few of these occur in regions of 
rRNA associated with ribosomal function, including the presumed site of peptidyl 
transferase activity in the 23S rRNA. Because they are so conserved in various 
organisms and associated with such important functions it is important to understand 
structure. 
The overall objective of our work on RNA tetraloops is to identify the 
stabilizing factor of the structure of d2 tetraloops and to probe the folding mechanism 
of the standard tetraloop through MD simulation. Our broad goals are to determine the 
reasons for the high abundance of the d2 tetraloop so as to better understand its varied 
functions, as well as to investigate whether d2 tetraloop is an intermediate during the 








Specific Aim 1. Investigate the role of stem defects in the d2 tetraloop. The d2 
tetraloop has less base pairing and stacking in the loop compared to the standard 
tetraloop, and is therefore considered less stable. In addition, the d2 tetraloop always 
occurs with some stem distortion. These stem defects are believed to contribute to the 
stability of the d2 tetraloop by providing some conformational relaxation in the stem. 
We will perform MD simulation on both the d2 tetraloop and perfect d2 tetraloop, 
which is a d2 tetraloop with the stem defect removed, to investigate the role of the stem 
defect. The following two hypotheses will be tested: 
 
• Hypothesis I: A perfect d2 tetraloop is not stable. 
• Hypothesis II: Stem defects stabilize the d2-tetraloop with insertion. 
 
 
Specific Aim 2. Investigate the folding pathway of the standard tetraloop. We 
believe that another reason for the high abundance of the d2 tetraloop in the database is 
that the d2 tetraloop is an intermediate state kinetically trapped during the folding of the 
standard tetraloop. We will conduct high temperature unfolding simulation to 
investigate the folding of standard tetraloop. The following hypothesis will be tested: 
 
• Hypothesis III: A d2 tetraloop with insertion is a kinetically trapped intermediate 




1.5.2 Part II: ROMP PNBDC_UD 
 
Helical polymers tend to form elongated structures, and such structures have 
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good catalyst site accessibility when used as a catalyst substrate. A wide angle X-ray 
scattering experiment conducted by Weck group generated a WAXD pattern with a split 
in the amorphous halo that is indicative of helical conformations. 
Previous simulations of the ROMP PNB, which is being investigated as a 
catalyst substrate, did not show significant evidence of helical conformations. Our goal 
is to investigate the role of a backbone dicarboximide ring and a bulky undecyl side 
group in making ROMP PNB adopt a helical conformation and produce observed 
WAXD pattern. The overall objective of our work on ROMP poly(norbornene) is to 
identify the conformation of both ROMP PNBDC and ROMP PNBDC_UD that may 
reproduce this WAXD pattern. 
 
 
Specific Aim 3. Identify a helical conformation in ROMP PNBDC and 
PNBDC_UD that reproduces the observed WAXD pattern. Studies have shown 
that ROMP PNB forms a random coil due to the lack of rigidity of cyclopentane ring, 
despite the fact that other polymers with alternating non-rotatable bonds and bulky 
side-groups (e.g. non-ROMP PNB) do form helices. To decrease the flexibility of the 
cyclopentane ring, a second dicarboximide ring will be fused to the cyclopentane ring 
to make it non-rotatable. This work is also aimed at investigating the role of the undecyl 
bulky side group by simulating both ROMP PNBDC and ROMP PNBDC_UD and 
performing bulk simulations on the identified configuration of ROMP PNBDC_UD 
that forms a helical structure to reproduce the experimentally generated WAXD 
patterns. The following hypothesis will be tested:  
 
Hypothesis IV: ROMP PNBDC_UD forms ordered helices in the bulk similar to 
non-ROMP PNB. 
 
In order to test hypothesis IV, single molecule MD simulations will be 
performed to determine the right combination of backbone torsion angles that enable 
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the helical conformation of ROMP PNBDC. A four chain model will then be built to 
perform bulk simulation. After bulk simulation, WAXD will be calculated and 
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STANDARD TETRALOOP AND  
PERFECT D2 TETRALOOP 
 
 
This chapter presents the structural difference and the stability comparison of 






2.1.1.1 RNA Deviations of Local Structure (DevLS) 
 
Tetraloops are known to be the simplest, smallest and most frequent RNA 
motif. Williams and Coworkers [1] show that even at this most elementary level of 
organization, RNA tolerates variation in conformation, topology, and molecular 
interactions. The variation is described by four distinct modes, which are insertions, 
deletions, strand clips and 3-2 switches, collectively called DevLS (Deviations of Local 
Structure, Figure 2.1). The numbers in the figure indicate the covalent ordering of the 
residues along the polynucleotide strand. These four DevLS arise from common 
enabling factors, which operate at the single nucleotide level. These common factors 
are the high RNA backbone length per residue (six bonds separate adjacent residues) 






Figure 2.1: RNA DevLS. A) A generic RNA motif is represented schematically by  
four circles, which symbolize four residues. B) In a motif with 3-2 switch, the positions 
of two bases, of residues 3 and 2 in the figure, are interchanged. The backbone linkage 
is maintained. C) In a deleted motif, a residue is omitted (dashed line). D) In an inserted 
motif, a residue is added. E) In a strand clipped motif one or more residues is 
contributed from a remote region of the primary sequence. An insertion, if extensive 




2.1.1.2 Standard Tetraloop and d2 Tetraloop 
 
In the tetraloop family, the standard tetraloop is the standard motif or local 
structure described earlier in RNA DevLS. The position nomenclature and the structure 
of a standard tetraloop are exhibited in Figure 2.2. The positions of the four nucleotides 
in the loop area are j-1, j, j+1, and j+2 respectively. Thermodynamic studies have 
shown that frequently occurring RNA standard tetraloops (the UNCG, the GNRA, and 
the CUUG tetraloop sequences, where N can be any nucleotide and R is either G or A) 
are very stable [2, 3, 4]. In the loop area, there are two characterizing hydrogen bonding 
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interactions, one between residue j-1 and residue j+1 and the other between residue j-1 
and residue j+2. There are also base stacking interactions among residues at position j, 
j+1, and j+2. The stem of a standard tetraloop also has perfect base pairing and stacking. 




     
 




In contrast, the d2 tetraloop is a deviation from the standard motif, the standard 
tetraloop in this case, and belongs to the deletion family of DevLS [1]. In the d2 
tetraloop, residue j+2 of the standard tetraloop is absent (Figure 2.3). Residue j+3 of the 
standard tetraloop becomes j+2 of the d2-tetraloop. The deletion of residue j+2 in the 
loop area does not appreciably change the positions of the remaining backbone atoms 
of these tetraloops. However Williams and coworkers found that the deletion at position 
2 is always correlated with adjacent helical distortions such as insertions, clipping, or 
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base pairing disruption in the stem. In other words, a perfect d2 tetraloop, referring to a 
d2 tetraloop without any defects in the stem, has not been observed.  
   
   
 





2.1.1.3 Rarity of Perfect d2 Tetraloop 
 As discussed in Chapter I, the HM 23S rRNA (1JJ2) is our test ‘database’, 
hereafter referred to as the database. The crystal structure of the large ribosomal subunit 
from Haloarcula marismortui has been determined to high resolution by Steitz and 
Moore [5, 6]. At 2.4 Å resolution, the atomic positions of the vast majority of the 23S 
rRNA of HM LSU are well-characterized and are more accurately determined than any 
other large RNA complex. The HM 23S rRNA, with over 2500 residues, constitutes a 
large database with a large variety of RNA conformation and interactions. 
 Williams and coworkers observe 40 structurally related tetraloops through 
multi-resolution analysis from the database (Figure 2.4) [1]. Out of the 40, 21 are 
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standard tetraloops. Surprisingly 10 are d2-tetraloops which represent an abundant 
existence in the database. Again no perfect d2 tetraloop with nice base pairing and 
stacking in the stem like standard tetraloop has been observed. This suggests that stem 




Figure 2.4: Secondary structure of the HM 23S rRNA (1JJ2). Tetraloop locations and 





In the loop area of the standard tetraloop (Figure 2.2), the hydroxyl group on 
the sugar of residue j-1 forms a hydrogen bond interaction with a proton acceptor on the 
base of residue j+1. In addition, the base of residue j-1 can form hydrogen bonding 
interaction with either the base or the backbone atom of residue j+2. Besides hydrogen 
bonding interactions, base stacking is also an important interaction for keeping the loop 





residue j+2. All these intra-loop interactions are partially responsible for such a stable 
structure of the standard tetraloop. 
In comparison to standard tetraloops, due to the missing residue j+2, d2 
tetraloops have less intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions and less base stacking in 
the loop area (Figure 2.3). There are still hydrogen bonding interactions in the loop 
region of the d2 tetraloop, such as the one between the hydroxyl group on the sugar of 
residue j-1 and the base of residue j+1, and the one between the base of residue j-1 and 
the backbone atom of residue j+2. However, because residue j+2 is shifted down to the 
j+3 position in the standard tetraloop and becomes part of the closing base pair of the d2 
tetraloop, the hydrogen bonding interaction between the base of residue j-1 and the base 
of residue of j+2 that exists in the standard tetraloop is absent in the d2 tetraloop. 
Moreover, the base stacking interaction between the base of residue j+1 and the base of 
residue j+2 that exists in the standard tetraloop is also absent in the d2 tetraloop. As a 
result, the d2 tetraloop is considered to be more strained and less stable than standard 
tetraloop.  
Williams and coworkers have found that the deletion at position j+2 is always 
correlated with adjacent helical distortion. Unlike standard tetraloops, which have a 
healthy stem with perfect base pairing and stacking, d2-tetraloops always appear with 
some defects in the stem. In comparison to standard tetraloops, due to the missing 
residue j+2, d2-tetraloops form an unhealthy stem with adjacent helical imperfection 
such as insertion (314, 625, 1387, 1992), clipping (1187, 1809, 2598), base pairing 
disruption in the stem (1500, 1596) and unhinging (1749) (Figure 2.4) [1]. Therefore 
we raise the question: would a perfect d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem be a 
stable structure? 
The method of Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations has long been used as 
one of the principal tools in the theoretical study of biological molecules such as 
proteins and nucleic acids. MD simulations have provided detailed information on the 
fluctuations and conformational changes of proteins and nucleic acids. These methods 
are now routinely used to investigate the structure, dynamics and thermodynamics of 
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biological molecules and their complexes. Here MD simulations are performed on both 
a sample structure of the perfect d2-tetraloop and a sample structure of the standard 





2.1.3 Objectives  
 
The objective here is to find out whether the perfect d2 tetraloop with no 
defects in the stem will remain stable by running molecular dynamics simulations on 
both the perfect d2 tetraloop (artificially built) and the standard tetraloop (from the 
database) and comparing these two simulations. 
 
 
Hypothesis I. The perfect d2 tetraloop is not stable relative to the standard tetraloop.  
 
To test Hypothesis I, a sample structure of the d2 tetraloop with certain stem 
defects and a sample structure of the standard tetraloop can be taken from the database. 
The sample structure of d2 tetraloop can then be modified by removing the defects in 
the stem to artificially build a perfect d2 tetraloop with a perfect healthy stem. 
Afterwards MD simulations can be performed on both the standard tetraloop and the 
perfect d2 tetraloop with no stem defects. Simulation results can be compared between 
the perfect d2 tetraloop and the standard tetraloop to see if the structure of a perfect d2 
tetraloop is stable. If simulation results showed the perfect d2 tetraloop to be unstable, 
future study on the d2 tetraloop with defects in the stem would be focused on how stem 






2.2.1 Modification of a Sample d2 Tetraloop with Stem Defects 
 
A sample structure of the d2 tetraloop with defects in the stem was chosen 
from the database to test hypothesis I. This sample structure was labeled as the 
314-d2-tetraloop. The 314-d2-tetraloop is a d2-tetraloop with a single residue insertion 
in the stem, an example of stem defects. The inserted residue is located between residue 
j+3 and j+4 on the 3’ side of the stem. The number (314) represents the nucleotide 
number in HM 23S rRNA secondary structure and is also the first residue number (at 
position j-1) in the loop. The reason that this specific sample structure was chosen is 
that it is the simplest d2-tetraloop in the database with only one insertion residue in the 
stem. Since the d2 tetraloop with stem defects needs to be simulated in the next chapter, 
choosing this smaller structure will make the simulations computationally more 
expedient. 
The 314-d2-tetraloop has a sequence of CUU(GGA)A(C)AG and is a 
d2-tetraloop with one residue insertion (318C) in the stem (Figure 2.5). The first 
parentheses in the sequence are used to indicate that the nucleotides inside the bracket 
are the residues (314G, 315G and 316A) inside the loop. The second parentheses is 
used to indicate that the nucleotide inside the parentheses is the inserted residue (318C) 
in the stem. In order to test hypothesis I, the insertion residue 318C is artificially 
removed and the remaining two residues, residue 317A and residue 319A are covalently 
bonded. The d2 tetraloop is modified by removing its insertion residue in the stem and 
becomes a perfect d2 tetraloop with a healthy stem (no insertion residue in the stem). 
This perfect d2 tetraloop with sequence CUU(GGA)AAG is labelled as cutd2-tetraloop 
(Figure 2.5). If a perfect d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem is indeed unstable, this 























2.2.2 Simulation Methods 
2.2.2.1 Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 
 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations are widely used to investigate 
questions of macromolecular structure and dynamics. There are many algorithms and 
simulation parameters (such as force field parameters, temperature controlling 
algorithms, etc.) available to choose when doing simulation. The simulation parameters 
and algorithms were tested by simulating a sample structure of the standard tetraloop, 
here labeled as 805-standard tetraloop, from HM 23S rRNA database. This 
805-standard tetraloop has a sequence of GCC(GAAA)GGC (Figure 2.6). 805 standard 
tetraloop is a typical GNRA tetraloop, the structure of which has been determined to 
high resolution. By comparing our simulation results to experimental results, the 
simulation methods can be proven to be robust and can further be used for 
cutd2-tetraloop simulations and other tetraloops simulations in this study. A 
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comparison of simulations on the standard tetraloop (805-standard tetraloop) and the 










   
Figure 2.6: A schematic of the secondary structure of 805-standard tetraloop 
 
 
2.1.2.2 MD Simulation Protocol 
 
Using AMBER94 as the force field with the NAMD program [8], a box of 
1735 TIP3P water molecules [9] was added around the RNA 805-standard tetraloop to a 
depth of 12 Å from the edge of the RNA 805-standard tetraloop. Also, 12 Na+ and 12 
Cl- counterions were placed within the water box to ionize the system. Nine extra Na+ 
were also added to neutralize the system. Both the solvation and the ionization were 








Simulations with a time step of 2 femtosecond (fs) were carried out using the 
Particle Mesh Eward (PME) technique for long range electrostatic interactions 
calculations and repeating boundary conditions in a box of (40 Å)3 with 12 Å 
nonbonded cutoff [11, 12]. Equilibration started with 5,000 steps of minimization 
followed by 700 ps of heating under MD, with atomic positions of RNA tetraloop 
molecules fixed. The system was slowly heated from 10 K to 310 K with a temperature 
reassigning frequency of every 10,000 steps. 
The production MD runs were carried out with constant pressure boundary 
conditions (relaxation time 500 fs). A constant temperature of 310 K was applied using 
Berendsen Algorithm [14] with a coupling constant of 500 fs. SHAKE constraints were 
applied to all hydrogens to eliminate X-H vibrations [13], which justified a longer 
simulation time step. Simulation runs were in duration of 10 nanoseconds (ns). 
Simulations were also carried out with Langevin piston for pressure control (damping 
coefficient of 5/ps) and Langevin Dynamics for temperature control [15] for 
comparison with Berendsen Algorithm.  
 
 
2.3 Results and Discussions 
 
2.3.1 Berendsen Temperature Coupling vs. Langevin Dynamics Temperature 
Control 
 
The MD algorithm numerically integrates Newton’s equations of motion. 
Since most experiments are usually conducted at constant temperature and constant 
pressure, which corresponds to the isothermic-isobaric ensemble, standard MD 
packages offer different approachess for maintaining constant temperature. Among 
these are periodic velocity rescaling and other methods that uniformly modify the 
atomic velocities. This work initially used the Berendsen temperature coupling [14], 
which is also a velocity rescaling method, as the temperature controller. It is a method 
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in which forces are added or reduced to simulate the coupling of the system to a heat 
bath of a specific temperature. 
Harvey and coworkers [16] found that periodic velocity rescaling leads to an 
unexpected problem: a gradual bleeding of kinetic energy from high frequency motions 
such as bond stretching and angle bending into low frequency motions. This represents 
a violation of the principal of equipartition of energy, which requires that each degree of 
freedom has the same mean kinetic energy. They showed a net conversion of kinetic 
energy from the internal degree of freedom to the translation of the center of mass. With 
repeated rescaling, there will be a gradual loss of vibrational kinetic energy and a 
corresponding increase in the translational kinetic energy. Therefore, almost all of the 
kinetic energy is converted into the net translation of and rotation about the center of 
mass, producing a system with almost no kinetic energy associated with the internal 
degrees of freedom. This phenomenon was called “the flying ice cube” and is an artifact 
of Berendsen temperature controller.  
Berendsen temperature control method is a velocity rescaling approach that 
maintains constant temperature by coupling to a temperature bath, which represents a 
gradual relaxation back toward the target temperature. Both the MD simulations of 
cutd2-tetraloop and 805-standard tetraloop using Berendsen temperature control have 
encountered the problem of “the flying ice cube” described in Harvey’s paper. The 
center of mass translational motion was not periodically removed in both simulations. 
Because the center of mass translational energy could not couple back into the system, 
the center of mass translational energy grew with repeated rescaling. From the 
simulation window, the RNA molecule was observed to move faster and faster along 
one direction. 
Harvey and coworkers pointed out three approaches to prevent the simulation 
artifacts caused by periodic velocity rescaling: 1). Maintaining temperature by 
reassigning velocities rather than rescaling. 2). Periodically removing motion of the 
center of mass. 3). Modifying algorithms that use velocity rescaling.  
One way to fix the problem is to use langevin dynamics for temperature 
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control [15], where additional damping and random forces are introduced to the system. 
With Langevin Dynamics, a Langevin-like equation of motion is applied to each atom, 
with forces from the force field plus a frictional term plus a stochastic term. This is an 
efficient way to add or remove energy to every atom and thus regulate the temperature. 
After Langevin Dynamics was used to replace the Berendsen approach for temperature 
control, the ‘flying ice cube’ phenomenon was no longer observed. Therefore, 
Langevin Dynamics was used as the temperature controlling method for all simulations 
in this study.  
 
2.3.2 Simulation Observations 
 
2.3.2.1 Simulation Results of Standard Tetraloop 
 
The purpose of simulating 805-standard tetraloop is threefold. First, a stable 
simulation of 805-standard tetraloop can show that the simulation methods (simulation 
parameters and algorithms) chosen are able to provide accurate results and therefore 
can be used for further studies. Second, a stable simulation of 805-standard tetraloop 
can also prove 10 residues is the appropriate length of structure. Third, the simulation 
results of the standard tetraloop can provide a benchmark for comparison to simulation 
results of the perfect d2 tetraloop. 
Throughout 10 ns of the NPT MD simulation, the structure of 805-standard 
tetraloop remained structurally intact. The positions of backbone atoms did not change 
appreciably (RMSDs were calculated in the next section). Figure 2.7 highlighted the 
hydrogen bonding interactions observed during the simulation with dotted lines. There 
was perfect base pairing and base stacking in the stem (Figure 2.7) throughout the 
simulation. The two characteristic hydrogen bonding interactions in the loop region, the 
interaction between residue 805G at position j-1 and residue 807A at position j+1 and 
the interaction between residue 805G at j-1 and residue 808A at j+2, were conserved 
throughout the simulation (atom distances indicating the hydrogen bonding interactions 
were calculated in the next section). There also appeared to be significant base stacking 






Figure 2.7: The structure of 805-standard tetraloop with hydrogen bond highlighted in 




The snapshot of 805-standard tetraloop taken at the beginning of the 
simulation is placed side by side with the snapshot taken at the end of the simulation 
(Figure 2.8). The comparison showed that the structure of the standard tetraloop, 
805-standard tetraloop in this case, was conserved during the simulation. An animation 
generated from series of snapshots at different time of the simulation (from start to end) 







Figure 2.8: The snapshots taken from the MD simulation of 805-standard tetraloop, the 





2.3.2.2 Simulation Results of the Perfect d2 Tetraloop 
 
The simulation of the perfect d2 tetraloop, cutd2-tetraloop in this case, 
exhibited an unstable structure. Unlike 805-standard tetraloop, the positions of 
cutd2-tetraloop backbone atoms changed significantly during 10 ns of MD simulation 
(RMSDs are calculated in the next section). The loop structure deformed considerably 
by the end of the simulation (Figure 2.9). The stacking between base 315G at position j 
and base 316A at position j+1 in the loop that existed at the beginning of the simulation 
was lost by the end of the simulation. Neither of the two intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interactions, the one between residue 314G at j-1 and residue 316A at j+1 and the one 
between residue 314G at j-1 and residue 317A at j+2, were conserved in the simulation. 






Figure 2.9: The snapshots from the MD simulation of cutd2-tetraloop, the left figure is 




The structure of tetraloops in this work has three base pairs in the stem. The 
bottom base pair at the end of the stem is referred to as the terminus base pair, e.g. 311C 
– 319G in Figure 2.5 (cutd2-tetraloop) and 802G – 811C in Figure 2.6 (805-standard 
tetraloop). The base pair close to the loop region at the top of the stem is referred to as 
the closing base pair, e.g. 313U – 317A in Figure 2.5 and 804C – 809G in Figure 2.6. 
The base pair between the terminus base pair and the closing base pair is referred to as 




In the simulation of cutd2-tetraloop, the hydrogen bonding interactions 
between the closing base pair 313U – 317A opened up during the first 2 ns but reformed 





underwent significant atomistic changes. The terminus base pair 311C – 320G began to 
open soon after the simulation started, with the base of residue 320G pointing outward 
and the base of residue 311C trying to stack with the adjacent base of residue 312U. The 
stem was observed to unravel itself soon during the simulation. 
The simulation of cutd2-tetraloop showed that a perfect d2 tetraloop with the 
insertion (stem defects) removed was very unstable. The structures of both the loop and 
the stem in cutd2-tetraloop changed considerably during the simulation compared to 
805-standard tetraloop. By comparing the end structures of 805-standard tetraloop and 
cutd2-tetraloop after the simulation (Figure 2.10), we can see that 805-standard 
tetraloop maintained a loop and stem structure with perfect base pairing and stacking, 
while cutd2-tetraloop started to fall apart with the opening stem and deformed loop 
during the simulation.   
At this point we conclude qualitatively that the perfect d2 tetraloop with no 
defects in the stem, cutd2-tetraloop with the insertion residue removed from its stem in 
this case, is not a stable structure compared to the standard tetraloop, 805-standard 
tetraloop simulated here. Therefore simulation observations of both the perfect d2 
tetraloop and the standard tetraloop qualitatively validated hypothesis I. Quantitative 
analysis of simulation results was further conducted on both standard tetraloop and 









Figure 2.10: The end structures of 805 standard tetraloop (left) and cutd2-tetraloop 




2.3.3 Quantitative Comparisons of Simulation Results between Standard 
Tetraloop and Perfect d2 Tetraloop 
 
 
The structural observations and comparisons from the molecular dynamics 
simulations on the standard tetraloop (805 standard tetraloop) and the perfect d2 
tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop) qualitatively indicated that the perfect d2 tetraloop is less 
stable than the standard tetraloop. 
In this section, quantitative comparisons between the standard tetraloop (805 
standard tetraloop) and the perfect d2 tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop) were conducted. 
These included RMSD analysis, hydrogen bonding interactions tracking, and torsion 










Root mean square deviation (RMSD) values are commonly used to measure 
the structural similarity among biomolecule structures and were extensively used in this 
study for stability comparisons. Measuring RMSD values, in units of Ångström (Å), 
from simulation trajectories has also been frequently used as a quantitative way of 
examining the stability of a specific structure as well as comparing stabilities among 
different structures. 
The RMSDs of all residues, loop region and stem region of both 805-standard 
tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop were calculated relative to the starting structure and 
plotted on the same graph recording structural changes during the simulations (Figure 
2.11, Figure 2.12, and Figure 2.13). The trajectories were superposed on the starting 
structure before the RMSDs were calculated.  
All residue RMSD values of 805-standard tetraloop (Figure 2.11) showed that 
the structure of the standard tetraloop remained intact throughout the simulation. In 
contrast, RMSD values of cutd2-tetraloop were significantly higher showing that the 
structure of the perfect d2 tetraloop deviated significantly from its starting point. The 
comparison of all residue RMSDs calculation between the standard tetraloop and the 
perfect d2 tetraloop indicated that the perfect d2 with stem defects, cutd2-tetraloop with 




























Figure 2.11: All residues RMSD calculation for 805-standard tetraloop (purple solid 




Figure 2.11 plotted all residues RMSD of both 805-standard tetraloop and 
cutd2-tetraloop over 10ns of simulation time. All residues RMSD of 805-standard 
tetraloop had a mean and a standard deviation of 2.33 Å and 0.38 Å, while all residues 
RMSDs of cutd2-tetraloop had a mean and a standard deviation of 4.24 Å and 0.71 Å. 
The significantly higher RMSDs of cutd2-tetraloop indicated that the perfect d2 
tetraloop is less stable compared to the standard tetraloop. 
Further investigating the structure by breaking it down into the loop region 
and the stem region allow us to see the difference in RMSDs changes over time 
between the standard tetraloop and the perfect d2 tetraloop more clearly. The loop 
region RMSD of 805-standard tetraloop has a mean and a standard deviation of 1.19 Å 
and 0.27 Å (Figure 2.12). In contrast, the loop region RMSD of cutd2-tetraloop has a 
mean and a standard deviation of 4.52 Å and 0.76 Å (Figure 2.12). Therefore, the 
standard tetraloop appeared to have a more rigid loop compared to the stem (Figure 
2.13). The loop region RMSD of cutd2-tetraloop showed that the loop of the perfect d2 


















Figure 2.12: Loop region RMSD calculations for 805-standard tetraloop (purple solid 
line) and cutd2-tetraloop (blue dotted line).  
 
 
The stem region RMSD of 805-standard tetraloop had a mean and a standard 
deviation of 1.58 Å and 0.32 Å (Figure 2.13). In contrast, the loop region RMSD of 
cutd2-tetraloop had a mean and a standard deviation of 4.07 Å and 0.71 Å (Figure 2.13). 
Therefore the stem region of the standard tetraloop appeared to be more flexible 
relative to the loop region. Again the stem region RMSD of cutd2-tetraloop showed 
that the stem of the perfect d2 tetraloop also had a significant atomistic deviation from 
its starting point. All residues, loop and stem RMSDs statistics were summarized in 
Table 3.1. 
In summary, the comparison of all residues, loop and stem RMSDs 
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calculations of 805-standard tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop showed that the structure of 




















Figure 2.13: Stem region RMSD calculations for 805-standard tetraloop (purple solid 
line) and cutd2-tetraloop (blue dotted line).  
 
To further investigate how the stem of the perfect d2 tetraloop without any 
defects in the stem (cutd2-tetraloop with insertion residue 318C removed) started to 
unravel during 10 ns of simulation, the RMSDs of the terminus base pair, the central 
base pair and the closing base pair of the perfect d2 tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop) were 
calculated over 10ns of simulation time and were plotted on the same graph with the 
RMSDs of the terminus base pair, the central base pair and the closing base pair of the 






















Figure 2.14: The terminus base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for 
both the standard tetraloop (805-standard tetraloop in solid purple line) and the perfect 




















Figure 2.15: The central base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for both 
the standard tetraloop (805 standard tetraloop in solid purple line) and the perfect d2 



















Figure 2.16: The closing base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for both 
standard tetraloop (805 standard tetraloop in solid purple line) and the perfect d2 
tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop in dotted blue line). 
 
 
The RMSDs of the stem base pairs showed that the terminus base pair of the 
perfect d2 tetraloop deviated the most (with a mean of 5.18 Å and a standard deviation 
of 1.07 Å) during the simulation compared to the standard tetraloop (with a mean of 
1.55 Å and a standard deviation of 0.34 Å, Figure 2.14), followed by the central base 
pair (with a mean of 3.78 Å and a standard deviation of 0.61 Å for cutd2-tetraloop and a 
mean of 1.23 Å and a standard deviation of 0.25 Å for 805-standard tetraloop, Figure 
2.15). The closing base pair of the perfect d2 tetraloop deviated the least (with a mean 
of 3.12 Å and a standard deviation of 0.56 Å, Figure 2.16), which is consistent with the 
hydrogen bonding interaction calculation conducted in the next section. However, 
compared to the standard tetraloop (the closing base pair RMSD of 805 standard 
tetraloop has a mean of 1.74 Å and a standard deviation of 0.22 Å), the closing base pair 
of the perfect d2 tetraloop deviated twice as much from its starting structure as the 
closing base pair of a standard tetraloop. All three stem base pairs statistics were 
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summarized in Table 3.2. 
The RMSDs comparisons of the terminus base pair, the central base pair, and 
the closing base pair between cutd2-tetraloop and 805-standard tetraloop showed that 
the perfect d2 tetraloop had significantly higher RMSDs for all three base pairs in the 
stem, therefore validated again hypothesis I that the perfect d2 tetraloop is not a stable 
structure with no defects in its stem. The RMSDs of each base pair in the stem 
calculated over the simulation time also showed us that when the perfect d2 tetraloop 
became unstable during the simulation, the terminus base pair was the base pair that 
opened up first and deformed the most, followed by the central base pair, and then the 
closing base pair. The observation was consistent with the hypothesis that the loop 
forms first followed by the stem during tetraloop folding. This issue is further 
investigated in Chapter IV.  
 
 
2.3.3.2 Hydrogen Bond and Base Pairing Tracking 
 
 
Hydrogen bonding interaction is the molecular interaction that underlies the 
base pairing in both the loop and the stem of RNA molecules. Appropriate geometrical 
correspondence of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors allows only the "right" pairs to 
form. Base stacking is an even more important factor for nucleic acids stem 
stabilization. In this section we mainly focused our discussion on the conservation of 
hydrogen bonding interactions both in the loop and in the stem during the simulation 








2.3.3.2 a) Stem base pairing 
 
 
Here the distance between the proton donor and the acceptor of two 
complementary bases of each base pair in the stem was measured and plotted over the 
simulation time. We used 3.0 Å as the cutoff distance to form hydrogen bond. When the 
distance between the donor and acceptor is less than 3.0 Å a hydrogen bond is 
considered formed. 
The distance of proton donor and acceptor of all three base pairs in the stem of 
805 standard tetraloop were plotted in Figure 2.17, Figure 2.18 and Figure 2.19 to 
indicate the hydrogen bonding conservation in the stem during the simulation. The 
terminus base pair of 805-standard tetraloop, Guanine of residue 802 and Cytosine of 
residue 811 (Figure 2.6), formed three hydrogen bonds: 802G(H21)-811C(O2), 
802G(O6)-811C(H41), and 802G(H1)-811C(N3). Figure 2.17 showed that the 
hydrogen bonding interactions in the terminus base pair were conserved very well 



























Figure 2.17: The terminus base pair of 805 standard tetraloop. Green line is the atom 
distance between H1 on 802 Guanine and N3 on 811 Cytosine. Red line is the atom 
distance between O6 on 802 Guanine and H41 on 811 Cytosine. Blue line is the atom 


























Figure 2.18: The central base pair of 805 standard tetraloop. Green line is the atom 
distance between H41 on 803 Cytosine and O6 on 810 Guanine. Red line is the atom 
distance between O2 on 803 Cytosine and H21 on 810 Guanine. Blue line is the atom 



























Figure 2.19: The closing base pair of 805 standard tetraloop. Green line is the atom 
distance between H41 on 804 Cytosine and O6 on 809 Guanine. Red line is the atom 
distance between O2 on 804 Cytosine and H21 on 809 Guanine. Blue line is the atom 
distance between N3 on 804 Cytosine and H1 on 809 Guanine. 
 
 
The Central base pair of 805-standard tetraloop, Cytosine of residue 803 and 
Guanine of residue 810 (Figure 2.6), also formed three hydrogen bonds: 
803C(H41)-810G(O6), 803C(H41)-810G(O6), and 803C(O2)-810G(H21). Figure 2.18 
showed that the hydrogen bonding interactions in the terminus base pair of 
805-standard tetraloop were also conserved very well throughout the simulation. The 
atom distances calculated for the closing base pair of the 805-standard tetraloop again 
showed well conserved hydrogen bonding interactions in the closing base pair (Figure 
2.19). The cytosine of residue 804 and Guanine of residue 809 formed three hydrogen 
bonds (Figure 2.6): 804C(H41) – 809G(O6), 804C(H41) – 809G(O6), and 804C(O2) – 
809G(H21). Hydrogen bonding statistics for each base pair in the stem of 805-standard 








Table 2.1: 805-standard tetraloop hydrogen bonding statistics for each base pair in the 
stem. 
  Terminus BP Central BP Closing BP 
Hbond1 Mean 2.010037 1.982281 1.953681 
Stdev 0.121244 0.164377 0.151517 
Hbond2 Mean 1.906903 1.984821 1.983278 
Stdev 0.138028 0.101902 0.097289 
Hbond3 Mean 2.012249 1.893152 1.906756 





Figure 2.17 – 2.19 and Table 2.1 showed that all three bases in the stem of 
standard tetraloop were paired perfectly throughout 10 ns of MD simulation. The atom 
distances calculated for all three base pairs were significantly lower than 3 Å indicating 
very well conserved hydrogen bonding interactions for all three base pairs in the 
stem.The conservation of all three base pairing 802G-811C, 803C-810G, and 
804C-809G in the stem of 805 standard tetraloop demonstrated the stability of a 
standard tetraloop during the simulation. It also provided a benchmark for the following 
stem base pairing analysis of the perfect d2 tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop). 
The distance between the proton donor and the acceptor of all three base pairs 
in the stem of the cutd2-tetraloop were calculated and plotted in Figure 2.20, Figure 
2.21 and Figure 2.22. All hydrogen bonding statistics between each base pair in the 
stem were summarized in Table 2.2.  
Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21 showed that both the terminus base pairs and the 
central base pairs in the stem of cutd2-tetraloop started to open soon after the 
simulation was started. The terminus base pair has a C – G pair (Cytosine of residue 311 
and Guanine of residue 319 (Figure 2.5)) and should form three hydrogen bonds: 
311C(N31)-319G(H1), 311C(H41)-319G(O6) and 311C(O2)-319G(H21). The central 



























Figure 2.20: The terminus base pair of cutd2-tetraloop. Green line is the atom distance 
between O2 on 311 Cytosine and H21 on 319 Guanine. Red line is the atom distance 
between H41 on 311 Cytosine and O6 on 319 Guanine. Blue line is the atom distance 

























Figure 2.21: The central base pair of cutd2-tetraloop. Red line is the atom distance 
between H3 on 312 Uracil and N1 on 318 Adenine. Blue line is the atom distance 























Figure 2.22: The closing base pair of 314-d2-tetraloop. Red line is the atom distance 
between H3 on 313 Uracil and N7 on 317 Adenine. Blue line is the atom distance 






The closing base pair also has a U – A pair and should form two hydrogen 
bonds: 313U(O4)-317A(H61) and 313U(H3)-317A(N7). Figure 2.22 showed that the 
closing base pair Uracil of residue 313 and Adenine of residue 317 opened up during 
the first 1 ns of simulation but somehow reformed those two hydrogen bonds during the 
second nanosecond of simulation. After 2 ns, the two closing bases remained pairing 
for the rest of the simulation. 
The calculations of the hydrogen bonding interactions between each of the 
stem base pairs once again exhibited that the perfect d2 tetraloop, cutd2-tetraloop in 
this case, could not remain stable during the simulation, which again validated 
hypothesis I that a perfect d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem is not stable relative 
to the standard tetraloop. Consistent with the RMSD calculations of the terminus base 
pair, the central base pair and the closing base pair, the results of hydrogen bonding 
interactions calculation for each stem base pair supports the theory that the loop forms 
first followed by stem during tetraloop formation.  
 
 
Table 2.2: cutd2-tetraloop hydrogen bonding statistics for each base pair in the stem. 
  Terminus BP Central BP Closing BP 
Hbond1 Mean 12.07537 5.216212 2.239202 
Stdev 3.290574 0.532055 0.596617 
Hbond2 Mean 10.74436 7.045635 2.232802 
Stdev 2.817223 0.559375 0.640074 
Hbond3 Mean 9.303866   






2.3.3.2 b) Intra-loop base pairing 
 
Williams and coworkers [1] documented the consensus intra-loop hydrogen 
bonding interactions in the standard tetraloop. Their observations on hydrogen bonding 
interactions are consistent with expectations for ‘GNRA’ tetraloops [17] and U turns. 
They found that hydrogen bonding interaction of O2’ of residue j-1 with cross-loop 
base atoms of residue j+1 are the most enduring one throughout the database. Twenty of 
21 standard tetraloops form these hydrogen bonds in the database. Hydrogen bonding 
interactions also exist between j-1 and j+2. The base of residue j-1 can form hydrogen 
bonding with backbone atom O2P of residue j+2. Williams found that 14 of 14 standard 
tetraloops with G at j-1 show a hydrogen bond from either the N1 or the N2 of G at j-1 
to the O2P of residue j+2, or both. The hydrogen bonding interactions between two 
bases of residue j-1 and residue j+2 were observed less frequently. 
As a result, to compare the stability of the standard tetraloop and the perfect d2 
tetraloop, the hydrogen bonding interactions of O2’ of residue j-1 with the cross-loop 
base atoms of residue j+1 and the hydrogen bonding interactions between base of 
residue j-1 and backbone atom O2P of residue j+2 during the simulation were both 
calculated for both 805-standard tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop.  
Figure 2.23 shows the intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 
residue j-1 and j+1 for both 805-standard tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. In the 
805-standard tetraloop, the hydrogen bonding interaction between residue 805G at j-1 
and residue 807A at j+1 were conserved very well throughout 10ns of simulation: the 
average distance between H2’ of Guanine on residue 805 and N7 of Adenine on residue 
807 is 1.98 Å (Figure 2.23). The molecular dynamics simulation on the 805-standard 
tetraloop generated results that are very consistent with the data mining results from the 
datebase and showed a very conserved hydrogen bonding interaction between residue 































Figure 2.23: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction (j-1 and j+1) comparison between 
805-standard tetraloop (blue) and cutd2-tetraloop (red). The distance between H2’ on 
Guanine of residue 805 at position j-1 and N7 on Adenine of residue 807 at position j+1 
in blue. The distance between H2’ on Guanine of residue 314 at position j-1 and N7 on 




In contrast, the calculated atom distance between H2’ on Guanine of residue 
314 at position j-1 and N7 on Adenine of residue 316 at position j+1 indicated the 
hydrogen bonding interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+1 in cutd2-tetraloop 
was not conserved during the simulation. Figure 2.24 showed the intra-loop hydrogen 
bonding interactions between residue j-1 and j+2 for both 805-standard tetraloop and 
cutd2-tetraloop.  
In the 805-standard tetraloop, Guanine of residue 805 (position j-1) also 
formed hydrogen bonding interaction with the Adenine of residue 808 (position j+2) 
throughout 10 ns of simulation. The average distance between H21 of the Guanine on 
residue 805 and O2P of the Adenine on residue 808 is 1.96 Å (Figure 2.24). Again the 
molecular dynamics simulation on 805-standard tetraloop generated results that are 
very consistent with the data mining results and showed a very conserved hydrogen 
bonding interaction between base of residue j-1 and backbone atom O2P of j+2.  
In contrast, the calculated atom distance between H1 on Guanine of residue 
314 at position j-1 and O2P on Adenine of residue 317 at position j+2 indicated once 
again that the hydrogen bonding interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+2 in 




























Figure 2.24: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction (j-1 and j+2) comparison between 
805-standard tetraloop (blue) and cutd2-tetraloop (red). The distance between H21 on 
Guanine of residue 805 at position j-1 and O2P on Adenine of residue 808 at position 
j+2 in blue, the distance between H1 on Guanine of residue 314 at position j-1 and O2P 






In summary, calculations of intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions (the one 
between j-1 and j+1 and the one between j-1 and j+2) from 805-standard tetraloop 
simulation showed consistency with data mining results. Comparisons of these 
intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 805-standard tetraloop and 
cutd2-tetraloop again showed that the perfect d2 tetraloop could not remain stable 
during the simulation and validated hypothesis I. 
 
 
2.3.3.3 Torsion Angle Analysis  
 
Torsion angle analysis was conducted for stability comparison. Each RNA 
residue has six backbone torsion angles (α, β, γ, δ, ε, δ), and a glycosidic torsion angle 
(χ) and ribose pseudorotation angle (P) (Figure 2.25). The angle α of residue i is the 
O3’i-1-Pi-O5’i-C5’i torsion angle, β is the Pi-O5’i-C5’i-C4’i torsion angle, etc. as 
generally defined for nucleic acids [18]. The conformation of an n-residue RNA 
molecule can be specified by n sets of (α, β, γ, δ, ε, δ, χ, and P). For computational 
efficiency the usual torsional format of -180° to +180° was converted to 0° to 360°. 
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Figure 2.25: Ribonucleotide torsion angles used to specified conformation [18].  
 
 
2.3.3.3 a) Torsion Angle and Binning Method 
 
Here we utilize the binning method proposed by Williams and coworkers [19]. 
In their method, each torsion angle of a given residue was empirically ‘binned’ by 
allocating it to the appropriate envelope, which was then assigned a discrete integer 
value. Thus, the continuous torsion angle data was converted into integers, which 
specify the correspondence of torsion angle to a Gaussian envelope. 
Williams and coworkers found that β, ε, and χ do not contribute information to 
the conformational description and therefore were ignored. In addition, δ and P are, by 
geometric definition [20, 21], correlated and therefore were eliminated to avoid 
redundancy. As a result, only four torsion angles (α, γ, δ, and ζ), which they called 
four ‘conformational identifier’ angles were considered. Each residue was assigned a 
sequence of four integers nα, nγ, nδ, and nζ, where each digit denotes the Gaussian 
envelope to which a torsion angle belongs. The range of each envelope for the four 
identifier angles is given in Table 2.3 [19].  
 




These definitions lead to 4ⅹ4ⅹ3ⅹ2=96 possible conformational states. 
However only 37 of these states are populated in the HM LSU 23S rRNA (bins 
occupied by more than five residues were considered to be populated in their work). 
ASCII symbols with corresponding bin numbers and observation frequencies were 
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summarized by Williams and coworkers in Table 2.4. 
 
 




The binning of the ASCII code for a four-residue tetraloop motif is ‘aoaa’, 
which represents bin number 3111, 2111, 3111, and 3111 respectively. This pattern 
was observed 24 times in the HM 23S rRNA (Table 2.5). The standard tetraloop 805 
s-TL and d2 tetraloop with insertion (314-d2-tetraloop) studied are also in the table. 
Therefore simulation results on backbone torsion angle of standard tetraloop and 
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perfect d2-tetraloop can be compared with data mining results from the database. 
 
   
Table 2.5: Tetraloop identified by the binning method [19]. 
   
 
 
2.3.3.3 b) Torsion Angle Analysis of 805-Standard Tetraloop and Cutd2-Tetraloop 
 
Ten ns of Molecular Dynamics simulation of 805-standard tetraloop showed 
a very stable structure for the standard tetraloop. Four backbone torsion angles (α, γ, δ, 
and ζ) of four residues in the loop were measured throughout the simulation with their 
mean and standard deviation recorded in Table 2.6. For each torsion angle the first 
row is the starting torsion angle, the second row is the mean of the torsion angle 
during the simulation, and the third row is the standard deviation. The four columns 
represent torsion angles of four residues j-1, j, j+1, and j+2 in the loop region. 
The binning of the ASCII code for the 805 standard tetraloop is ‘aoaa’, which 





assignments and torsion angles (Table 2.3), 3111 means α with range of 260° – 330°, 
γ with range of 35° – 75°, δ with range of 68° – 93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. 
And 2111 means α with range of 135° – 190°, γ with range of 35° – 75°, δ with range 
of 68° – 93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. 
 
Table 2.6: Four backbone torsion angle for four residues in the loop of 805-standard 
tetraloop. 
  805G 806A 807A 808A 
α Starting Point 290.05 185.09 298.06 310.36 
Mean 292.09 86.44 294.07 285.66 
Stdev 10.98 41.20 18.77 11.12 
γ Starting Point 60.96 43.89 52.616 40.57 
Mean 56.10 175.21 65.05 59.57 
Stdev 9.74 39.30 10.03 9.31 
δ Starting Point 69.98 81.24 77.80 92.49 
Mean 73.79 76.22 80.61 80.90 
Stdev 7.64 9.40 6.70 8.06 
ζ Starting Point 286.13 291.57 307.66 296.92 
Mean 270.78 286.29 296.44 240.57 
Stdev 13.94 64.64 10.05 12.84 
 
 
Backbone torsion angle analysis of the 805-standard tetraloop from the 
simulation showed again that the standard tetraloop is a very stable structure. Most of 
the backbone torsion angles (805G, 807A and 808A) calculations were consistent with 
the empirical observations. Only backbone torsion angles α and γ of residue 806A 
were not consistent with empirical observation. 
In contrast, 10 ns of MD simulation of cutd2-tetraloop showed a much less 
stable structure of the perfect d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem. Four backbone 
torsion angles (α, γ, δ, and ζ) of four residues in the loop were also measured 
throughout the simulation with their mean and standard deviation recorded in Table 
2.7. Again, for each torsion angle the first row is starting torsion angle, the second 
row is the average torsion angle during the simulation, and the third row is the 
standard deviation. Because there are only three residues in the loop region of a 
perfect d2 tetraloop, the three columns represent torsion angles of three residues j-1, j, 
and j+1. 
The binning of the ASCII code for 314-d2-tetraloop is ‘aoa’, which 
represents bin number 3111, 2111, and 3111 respectively. Therefore the same binning 
of ASCII code was used for cutd2-tetraloop as well. According to bin assignments and 
torsion angles (Table 2.3), 3111 means α with range of 260° – 330°, γ with range of 
35° – 75°, δ with range of 68° – 93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. And 2111 
means α with range of 135° – 190°, γ with range of 35° – 75°, δ with range of 68° – 
93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. 
 
 
Table 2.7: Four backbone torsion angle for three residues in the loop of cutd2-tetraloop. 
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  314G 315G 316A 
α Starting Point 252.55 89.432 299.21 
Mean 227.212 139.99 163.50 
Stdev 77.14 81.14 100.10 
γ Starting Point 66.65 91.44 42.80 
Mean 111.61 173.08 134.27 
Stdev 69.00 79.03 81.85 
δ Starting Point 78.923 114.42 86.40 
Mean 76.66 139.78 124.68 
Stdev 8.16 18.74 21.65 
ζ Starting Point 317.08 246.65 310.76 
Mean 279.35 222.55 284.83 






Backbone torsion angle analysis of cutd2-tetraloop from the MD simulation 
showed again that a perfect d2 tetraloop with no stem defects did not remain stable. 
The average value of most of the torsion angles fell outside of the range with very 
large standard deviations as well. When comparing the torsion angle analysis of 
cutd2-tetraloop to that of 805 standard tetraloop we can conclude perfect d2 tetraloop 




2.4 Conclusions  
 
 
MD simulations of the 805-standard tetraloop generated results, such as 
intra-loop hydrogen bonding and loop residue backbone torsion angle distribution, 
that were consistent with data mining results. Consequently the simulation parameters 
and algorithms used were proven to generate accurate results and will continue to be 
used in the following chapters. 
MD simulations of cutd2-tetraloop validated hypothesis I that the perfect d2 
tetraloop with no defects in the stem is not a stable structure. By the end of 10 ns of 
MD simulation the structure of cutd2-tetraloop unraveled opening the stem and 
deforming the loop. RMSDs of all residues, the loop region and the stem region of the 
cutd2-tetraloop were significantly higher compared to those of 805-standard tetraloop. 
Hydrogen bonding interactions both in the loop and in the stem were not conserved 
well during the simulation, with the exception of the closing base pair. This suggests 
the closing base pair is relatively stable. Torsion angle analysis of cutd2-tetraloop 
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supported the conclusion that the perfect d2 tetraloop is not stable. Further 
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This chapter analyzes stabilizing effect of defects in the stem of the d2 
tetraloop through Molecular Dynamics simulation of a sample structure of the d2 





3.1.1. Background  
 
As discussed earlier in Chapter II, d2 tetraloops belong to the deletion family 
of DevLS [1] and are a tetraloop with residue j+2 of the standard tetraloop absent 
(Figure 2.3). The deletion of residue j+2 in the loop area does not appreciably change 
the atomistic positions of the remaining backbone of these tetraloops. However, the 
deletion at position j+2 was found to be correlated with adjacent helical distortions. In 
chapter II Molecular Dynamics simulations of cutd2-tetraloop showed that the perfect 
d2 tetraloop is not a stable structure without stem defects. 
Our test database is still HM LSU 23S rRNA, the crystal structure of which 
has been determined to high resolution [2, 3]. D2 tetraloops abundantly exist not only in 
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this database but also in other databases, referred to as Lonepair Triloop [4]. This high 
abundance of d2 tetraloops raised the questions of which factors stabilize this 






Gutell and coworkers [4] have also identified numerous examples of similar 
structure to the d2 tetraloop, referred to as Lonepair Triloop (LPTL). They found 
approximately half of the LPTL motifs are in close association with proteins. The 
majority of these LPTLs are positioned at sites in rRNAs that are conserved in three 
phylogenetic domains; a few of these occur in regions of rRNA associated with 
ribosomal function, including the presumed site of peptidyl transferase activity in the 
23S rRNA. 
As discussed in Chapter II, the d2 tetraloop has only three residues in the loop 
region and therefore has less hydrogen bonding and stacking interactions in the loop 
compared to the standard tetraloop. The stem of the d2-tetraloop does not form perfect 
base pairing and stacking like those in the stem of a standard tetraloop. Such a 
seemingly less stable structure has such an abundant existence and is associated with a 
lot of critical biological functions. Therefore it is very important to understand what 
makes this structure stable. 
Williams and coworkers [1] have found deletion at the j+2 position is 
correlated with adjacent helical distortion. Unlike standard tetraloops, which have a 
healthy stem with perfect base pairing and stacking, d2-tetraloops always appear with 
some imperfections in the stem. In comparison to standard tetraloops, due to the 
missing residue j+2, d2-tetraloops form an unhealthy stem with adjacent helical 
imperfection such as insertion at position 3 (314, 625, 1387, 1992), clipping at position 
2 (1187, 1809, 2598), base pairing disruption in the stem (1500, 1596) and unhinging 
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(1749) (Figure 2.4).  
 
 
We propose the theory that this type of stem distortion or conformational 
perturbation is the reason for the abundant existence of the d2-tetraloop. The standard 
tetraloop is known to always form a healthy stem with nice base pairing and stacking in 
the stem. When a residue at position j+2 is missing, the whole structure is thought to be 
highly strained and therefore unstable. We take one example of d2-tetraloops with 
insertions as the stem distortion for instance. In a d2-tetraloop with insertions, by 
adding one or several insertion residues, the stem will be ‘distorted’ but somehow 
relaxed. This relaxation of stem compensates for the high energy from the highly 
strained loop area due to one missing residue. Therefore the insertion on the stem is 
believed to play an important role in stabilizing the d2-tetraloop structure by relieving 
some of the energy restrain in the loop area. 
Here Molecular Dynamics simulations were performed on the d2 tetraloop with defects 
in the stem. The simulation results were compared to those of the perfect d2 tetraloop 
with no stem defects to reveal the stabilizing factor of d2 tetraloop and explain the high 





3.1.3 Objectives  
 
Determine the stabilizing factor of d2-tetraloop by running simulations on a 
sample structure of d2 tetraloops with some stem defects and comparing the simulation 
results to the perfect d2 tetraloop. 
 






In order to test Hypothesis II, we performed MD simulations on the d2 
tetraloop with certain stem defects and compared it to the perfect d2 tetraloop in 
Chapter II. Simulations in Chapter II showed that the stability of the d2 tetraloop is 
related to stem defects due to the fact that the perfect d2 tetraloop without stem defects 
could not remain stable. Molecular Dynamics simulation of the d2 tetraloop with stem 
defects should also give more insights on how exactly the defected stem stabilizes the 





3.2.1 Molecular Dynamics Simulation on 314-d2-tetraloop 
 
The same tetraloop used in Chapter II to build cutd2-tetraloop, 
314-d2-tetraloop from the database, was used as a sample structure to test our 
hypothesis. Again 314-d2-tetraloop is a d2-tetraloop with a single residue insertion in 
the stem. The inserted residue is between residue j+3 and j+4 on the 3’ side of the stem. 
The number (314) represents the nucleotide number in HM 23S rRNA secondary 
structure and is also the first residue number (j-1) in the loop. 
314-d2-tetraloop has a sequence of CUU(GGA)A(C)AG. It is an example of 
the d2-tetraloop with one residue insertion (318C) in the stem (Figure 3.1). Molecular 
dynamics simulation was performed on this structure to investigate the stabilizing 














Figure 3.1. Secondary structure of 314-d2-tetraloop. 
 
 
3.2.2 Simulation Protocol 
 
Ten ns of NPT MD simulation in explicit water (TIP3P [5]) was performed 
following the same simulation protocol in Chapter II. Again AMBER94 [6] was used as 




3.3 Results and Discussions 
3.3.1 Simulation Results Comparison between the Perfect d2 Tetraloop and the d2 
Tetraloop. 
3.3.1.1 Simulation Observations 






The molecular dynamics simulation showed that the d2 tetraloop with stem 
defects, 314-d2-tetraloop with insertion residue 318C in this case, remained very stable. 
Throughout 10 ns of MD simulation on 314-d2-tetraloop, the positions of backbone 
atoms did not change appreciably. The snapshot of the starting structure from the 
simulation looks almost the same as the snapshot of the end structure from the 





Figure 3.2: The snapshots of the start structure (left) and the end structure (right) from 





In the loop area residue Guanine (314G) at position j-1, Guanine (315G) at 
position j, and Adenine (316A) at position j+1 stayed at their starting atomistic point 





hydrogen bond interactions between residue 314G at position j-1 and residue 316A at 
position j+1, and 314G at j-1 and backbone atom on residue 317A at j+2, conserved 
very well throughout the simulation. Terminus base pair 311C-320G, central base pair 
312U-319A, and closing base pair 313U-317A were pairing in the stem very well. 
Detailed hydrogen bonding interactions both in the loop and in the stem were calculated 
in the following section. It seemed bases also perfectly stacked on each side of the stem. 
There was no sign of stem unraveling or loop loosening. It seems that this 
314-d2-tetraloop with an insertion residue 318C in the stem remained relatively stable 




3.3.1.1 b) Observation comparison between 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. 
 
 
Simulation of cutd2-tetraloop in Chapter II showed that the perfect d2 
tetraloop is a very unstable structure compared to the standard tetraloop. 
By comparing the ending structure of 314-d2-tetraloop and that of 
cutd2-tetraloop from the simulation (Figure 3.3), we can see that the loop structure and 
the stem structure of 314-d2-tetraloop remained intact with perfect base pairing and 
stacking throughout the simulation, while the structure of cutd2-tetraloop started to fall 
apart with opening stem and deformed loop. At this point we conclude qualitatively that 
the insertion residue in the stem played a critical role in stabilizing 314-d2-tetraloop, 







Figure 3.3: The ending structures of the 314-d2-tetraloop (left) and the cutd2-tetraloop 
(right) from the simulation. 
 
 
3.3.1.2 RMSD comparisons 
 
The root-mean-squared atomic deviations (RMSDs) of all residues, loop 
region and stem region of 314-d2-tetraloop were calculated and plotted on the same 
graph with RMSDs of cutd2-tetraloop to indicate the structural changes of both 
314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop during the simulations (Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 and 
Figure 3.6). The trajectories were superposed on the starting structure before the 





























Figure 3.4: All residues RMSD calculation for 314-d2-tetraloop (pink solid line) and 




All residues RMSD values (Figure 3.4) showed that the structure of 
314-d2-tetraloop did not change considerably throughout the simulation, with a mean 
of 1.53 Å and a standard deviation of 0.27 Å. In contrast, RMSD values of 
cutd2-tetraloop were significantly higher with a mean and a standard deviation of 4.24 
Å and 0.71 Å, indicating that the structure of cutd2-tetraloop deviated a lot from its 
starting point compared to 314-d2-tetraloop. The all residue RMSDs calculation 
comparison between 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop implied that the perfect d2 
tetraloop with no defects in the stem, cutd2-tetraloop with insertion residue 318C 
removed from the stem in this case, is not a stable structure compared to the d2 






















Figure 3.5: Loop RMSD calculation for 314-d2-tetraloop (pink solid line) and 


















Figure 3.6: Stem RMSD calculation for 314-d2-tetraloop (pink solid line) and 





Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 showed the RMSD comparison of loop and stem 
between 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. Again cutd2-tetraloop has significantly 
higher RMSDs for both loop and stem compared to 314-d2-tetraloop. This comparison 
once again suggested that the d2 tetraloop became unstable when the defects were 
removed from its stem. 
 
Table 3.1 summarized the all residue, loop and stem RMSD statistics for 
805-standard tetraloop, 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. Apparently 
cutd2-tetraloop has significant higher RMSDs for all residue, loop and stem. This 
suggests a less stable structure relative to both the standard tetraloop and the d2 
tetraloop. Additionally 805-standard tetraloop had a slightly higher RMSD than 




Table 3.1: All residues, stem and loop RMSD statistics for 805-standard tetraloop, 
314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. 
  805-standard tetraloop 314-d2-tetraloop cutd2-tetraloop 
All Residue MEAN 2.333269036 1.525487289 4.241375335 
STDEV 0.376712833 0.265605061 0.699472294 
Loop MEAN 1.191101767 0.961592077 4.52860006 
STDEV 0.26507096 0.22334052 0.758655222 
Stem MEAN 1.583449308 1.38375446 4.073410149 







The RMSDs of the terminus base pair, the central base pair and the closing 
base pair of 314-d2-tetraloop were calculated over the simulation time and were plotted 
on the same graph with the calculated RMSDs of each base pair of cutd2-tetraloop for 
stability comparison (Figure 3.7, Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9). The comparison was very 
similar to the one conducted in Chapter II (between the standard tetraloop and the 
perfect d2 tetraloop) and showed us once again that the perfect d2 tetraloop is not stable 
relative to the d2 tetraloop with insertion and the standard tetraloop. All three stem base 
pairs RMSD statistics for 805-standard tetraloop, 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop 























Figure 3.7: The terminus base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for both 
the d2 tetraloop (314-d2tetraloop in solid pink line) and the perfect d2 tetraloop 
























Figure 3.8: The central base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for both 
d2 tetraloop with bulge (314-d2tetraloop in solid pink line) and perfect d2 tetraloop 

















Figure 3.9: The closing base pair RMSDs calculated over 10 ns of simulation for both 
d2 tetraloop with bulge (314-d2tetraloop in solid pink line) and perfect d2 tetraloop 








Table 3.2: All three stem base pairs RMSD statistics for 805-standard tetraloop, 
314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. 
  805-standard tetraloop 314-d2-tetraloop cutd2-tetraloop 
Terminus 
BP 
MEAN 1.546586 0.966021 5.184926 
STDEV 0.338601 0.175606 1.068514 
Central 
BP 
MEAN 1.234556 0.813275 3.646429 
STDEV 0.254065 0.225512 0.61418 
Closing 
BP 
MEAN 1.740621 1.252121 3.016755 




Table 3.2 recorded the RMSD statistics of all three base pairs in the stem for 
805-standard tetraloop, 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. Again cutd2-tetraloop 
had significantly higher RMSD with large standard deviation for all three stem base 
pairs compared to 805-standard tetraloop and 314-d2-tetraloop. 805-standard tetraloop 
had slightly higher RMSDs compared to 314-d2-tetraloop, which was consistent with 
RMSDs comparisons in Table 3.1. 
In sum, the RMSD analyses showed cutd2-tetraloop was not stable compared 
to 314-d2-tetraloop. The difference between the two tetraloop structures was the 
insertion residue was removed from the stem of cutd2-tetraloop. This means that the 
insertion residue plays an important role in stabilizing the structure of 314-d2-tetraloop 








3.3.1.3 Hydrogen Bond and Base Pairing Tracking in 314-d2-tetraloop. 
 
Similar to the hydrogen bonding calculation conducted in Chapter II, we 
mainly focus our discussion on the conservation of the hydrogen bonding of those two 
characterizing intra-loop interactions (j-1–j+1 and j-1–j+2) and the hydrogen bonding 
interactions between each base pair in the stem during the simulation for 
314-d2-tetraloop for stability comparison with cutd2-tetraloop. 
 
 
3.3.1.3 a) Stem Base Pairing 
 
The distance between the proton donor and acceptor of the terminus base pair, 
the central base pair and the closing base pair in the stem of 314-d2-tetraloop were 
calculated and plotted in Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 respectively to track 
the stem base pairing during the simulation. 
Figure 3.10, Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 showed that all the hydrogen bonding 
interactions in each of the base pair in the stem of 314-d2-tetraloop were conserved 
perfectly throughout 10 ns of MD simulation. In contrast, the hydrogen bonding 
interactions in both the terminus and the central base pairs of cutd2-tetraloop were lost 
soon after the simulation started (Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21), only the hydrogen 
bonding in the closing base pair of cutd2-tetraloop was conserved during the simulation 
(Figure 2.22). This Again suggested the perfect d2 tetraloop was less stable relative to 

























Figure 3.10: The terminus base pair of 314-d2-tetraloop. Green line is the atom distance 
between O2 on 311 Cytosine and H21 on 320 Guanine. Red line is the atom distance 
between H41 on 311 Cytosine and O6 on 320 Guanine. Blue line is the atom distance 

























Figure 3.11: The central base pair of 314-d2-tetraloop. Red line is the atom distance 
between H3 on 312 Uracil and N1 on 319 Adenine. Blue line is the atom distance 

































Figure 3.12: The closing base pair of 314-d2-tetraloop. Red line is the atom distance 
between H3 on 313 Uracil and N7 on 317 Adenine. Blue line is the atom distance 




Table 3.3 summarized the atom distance statistics indicating the hydrogen 
bonding interactions for each base pair in the stem of 314-d2-tetraloop. For the 
terminus base pair formed three hydrogen bonding interactions 311C(O2)–320G(H21), 
311C(H41)–320G(O6) and 311C(N3)–320G(H1), therefore labelled Hbond1, Hbond2 
and Hbond3 in the table. The central base pair and closing base pair both form two 
hydrogen bonding interactions: 312U(O4)–319A(H61) and 312U(H3)–319A(N1), and 
313U(O4)–317A(H61) and 313U(H3)–317A(N7), both labeled as Hbond1 and 
Hbond2 in the table. All distances were averaged around 2 Å with very small standard 
deviation. The hydrogen bonding of each stem base pair showed a very stable stem of 




Table 3.3: 314-d2-tetraloop hydrogen bonding statistics for each base pair in the stem. 
  
  Terminus BP Central BP Closing BP 
Hbond1 Mean 1.928738 2.037116 1.990491 
Stdev 0.159014 0.157743 0.13779 
Hbond2 Mean 3.087158 1.955503 1.990491 
Stdev 1.094979 0.175458 0.13779 
Hbond3 Mean 2.097864   











3.3.1.3 b) Intra-loop base pairing 
 
In the d2 tetraloop, the characterizing intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interactions are the one between hydroxyl group on the sugar ring of residue j-1 and 
cross-loop base atoms of residue j+1, and the one between base atoms of residue j-1 and 
backbone atom O2P of residue j+2. Since residue j+2 of the d2 tetraloop is shifted down 
to position j+3 of the standard tetraloop, there is no hydrogen bonding interaction 
between the base of residue j-1 and the base of residue j+2. 
To compare the loop stability of the d2 tetraloop and the perfect d2 tetraloop, 
these two hydrogen bonding interactions of 314-d2-tetraloop during the simulation 
were calculated and plotted on the same graph with those of cutd2-tetraloop (Figure 
































Figure 3.13: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction (j-1 and j+1) comparison between 
314-d2-tetraloop (Solid red line) and cutd2-tetraloop (dotted blue line). The distance 
between H2’ on Guanine of residue 314 at position j-1 and N7 on Adenine of residue 
316 at position j+1 for both 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop. 
 
 
Similar to the observed comparison of the intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interactions (j-1–j+1) between the standard tetraloop and the d2 tetraloop (Figure 2.23), 
Figure 3.13 showed that Guanine of residue 314 (position j-1) was forming hydrogen 
bonding with Adenine of residue 316 (position j+1) throughout 10 ns of the simulation. 
The average distance between H2’ of Guanine on residue 314 and N7 of Adenine on 
residue 316 is 2.05 Å with a standard deviation of 0.51 Å. On the contrary, the hydrogen 
bonding interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+1 of cutd2-tetraloop was not 





























Figure 3.14: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction (j-1 and j+2) comparison between 
314-d2-tetraloop (red solid line) and cutd2-tetraloop (blue dotted line). The distance 
between H1 on Guanine of residue 314 at position j-1 and O2P on Adenine of residue 




Figure 3.14 showed that Guanine of residue 314 (position j-1) was forming 
hydrogen bonding with Adenine of residue 317 (position j+2) throughout 10 ns of the 
simulation. The average distance between H1 of Guanine on residue 314 and O2P of 
Adenine on residue 317 is 2.07 Å with a standard deviation of 0.35 Å. In contrast, the 
hydrogen bonding interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+1 of cutd2-tetraloop 






In sum, calculations of intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions (the one 
between j-1 and j+1 and the one between j-1 and j+2) from 314-d2-tetraloop simulation 
showed consistency with data mining results. Comparisons of these intra-loop 
hydrogen bonding interactions between 314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop again 





3.3.1.4 Torsion Angle Analysis of 314-d2-tetraloop 
 
The same torsion angle analysis was conducted on the simulation of the d2 
tetraloop (314-d2-tetraloop) as the one conducted on the simulations of the standard 
tetraloop (805-standard tetraloop) and the perfect d2 tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop) in 
Chapter II. 
Ten ns of Molecular Dynamic simulation of 314-d2-tetraloop showed a very 
stable structure of the d2 tetraloop in terms of backbone torsion angle distribution. 
Four backbone torsion angles (α, γ, δ, and ζ) of the loop region residues throughout 
the simulation were measured and recorded in Table 3.4. For each torsion angle the 
first row is torsion angle value of the starting structure, the second row is the average 
value of the torsion angle during the simulation, and the third row is the standard 
deviation. Three columns represent torsion angles of three residues 314G j-1, 315G 









Table 3.4: Four backbone torsion angle for three residues in the loop of 
314-d2-tetraloop 
  314G 315G 316A 
α Starting Point 290.60 175.71 292.04 
Mean 289.92 78.26 290.81 
Stdev 13.24 33.58 21.55 
γ Starting Point 55.75 54.52 67.85 
Mean 54.07 179.44 55.84 
Stdev 9.92 32.32 11.21 
δ Starting Point 78.40 85.38 87.44 
Mean 74.74 82.82 83.92 
Stdev 7.12 11.98 7.21 
ζ  Starting Point 295.23 279.30 289.27 
Mean 264.60 281.70 304.00 




The binning of ASCII code for 314-d2-tetraloop is ‘aoa’ [7], which 
represents bin number 3111, 2111, and 3111 respectively. According to bin 
assignments and torsion angles (Table 2.1), 3111 means α with range of 260° – 330°, 
γ with range of 35° – 75°, δ with range of 68° – 93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. 
And 2111 means α with range of 135° – 190°, γ with range of 35° – 75°, δ with range 
of 68° – 93°, and ζ with range of 255° – 325°. 
Backbone torsion angle analysis of 314-d2-tetraloop from the simulation 
showed again that the d2 tetraloop is a very stable structure. Most of the backbone 
torsion angles calculations from the simulation were consistent with the empirical 
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observations. Only backbone torsion angle α and γ of residue 315G were not 
consistent with empirical observation.  
In contrast, 10 ns of Molecular Dynamics simulation of cutd2-tetraloop 
showed much less stable structure of perfect d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem. 
Four backbone torsion angles (α, γ, δ, and ζ) of loop region residues throughout the 
simulation were also measured and recorded in Table 2.5, which showed large torsion 
angle fluctuations. 
The comparison of backbone torsion angle analysis between cutd2-tetraloop 
and 314-d2-tetraloop from the MD simulation showed again that the perfect d2 
tetraloop with no stem defects is not a stable structure relative to the d2 tetraloop. The 
average value of the backbone torsion angles of three residues in the loop of 
cutd2-tetraloop fell outside of the range suggested by the binning method and had 
very large standard deviation. The backbone torsion angle distribution of 
314-d2-tetraloop is similar to that of 805-standard tetraloop, which suggested a stable 
structure of both the standard tetraloop and the d2 tetraloop.    
In sum, RMSDs calculations, hydrogen bonding calculations, and torsion 
angle analyses of 314-d2-tetraloop showed a stable d2 tetraloop with insertion. 
 
 
3.3.2 Hydrogen Bonding of Insertion Residue 318C 
3.3.2.1 Observed Hydrogen Bonding of Insertion with both the Loop and the Stem  
 
The MD simulation of 314-d2-tetraloop revealed an interesting phenomenon. 
It was observed that during the simulation the insertion residue was involved in two 
hydrogen bonding interactions. First, the base Cytosine (318C) on the insertion residue 
was interacting with the hydroxyl group on the sugar ring of residue 316A at position 
j+1 in the loop region, forming a hydrogen bond. The other hydrogen bond was formed 
between the hydroxyl group on the sugar ring of insertion residue 318C and the base 
Adenine of residue 317A in the closing base pair. Both hydrogen bonding interactions 
were highlighted in red dotted line in Figure 3.15. Therefore the insertion residue 318C 
appears to form hydrogen bonding interactions with both the loop and the stem in 
314-d2-tetraloop. 
These hydrogen bonding interactions formed by the insertion residue with 
both the loop and the stem of 314-d2-tetraloop could explain how stem defects, an 
insertion residue in the stem in this case, stabilize a structure like the d2 tetraloop. We 
originally believed that the stem imperfection, an insertion residue in the case of 
314-d2-tetraloop, somehow stabilizes the d2-tetraloop by forming a conformationally 
more relaxed stem, Our simulation showed hydrogen bonding formed both between the 
insertion residue and the loop, and between the insertion residue and the stem. As a 
result, it appeared that the insertion (or stem imperfection) could also stabilize the 
d2-tetraloop by decreasing the enthalpy of the system. The simulation comparison of 
314-d2-tetraloop and cutd2-tetraloop showed that the insertion residue is the stabilizing 
factor of 314-d2-tetraloop and the hydrogen bonding of insertion residue showed how it 
stabilizes 314-d2-tetraloop. 
 
Figure 3.15: Snapshot of 314 d2-tetraloop from the simulation with hydrogen bond 





3.3.2.2 Hydrogen bonding calculation of insertion residue 318C 
 
MD simulation of 314-d2-tetraloop exhibited that the hydroxyl group on the 
sugar ring of residue 316A in the loop region was forming multiple hydrogen bonding 
interactions with multiple proton acceptors on the base cytosine of insertion residue 
318C, such as N3, C2 and O2. The atom distances between H2’ of residue 316A and all 



























Figure 3.16: Hydrogen bonding interactions between residue H2’ of 316A (j+1) and 
cytosine of 318C, atom distance between 316A(H2’) and 318C(C2) in blue, 316A(H2’) 
and 318C(O2) in red, and 316A(H2’) and 318C(N3) in purple. 
 
 
Other than the hydrogen bonding interactions with the loop region, the 
insertion residue was observed to form hydrogen bonding with the residue in the stem 
of 314-d2-tetraloop as well during the simulation. The hydroxyl group of insertion 
residue 318C was forming hydrogen bonding interaction with the base of residue 317A 
in the stem. The atom distance between N3 of residue 317A and H2’ of residue 318C 
was calculated and plotted in Figure 3.17. From Figure 3.17 we can see that the 
hydrogen bonding interaction between the insertion residue and the stem was 



























Figure 3.17: Hydrogen bond interaction between hydroxyl group of insertion residue 





The hydrogen bonding interactions of insertion residue 318C with both the 
stem and the loop appear to be contributing to the stability of the structure by lowering 
the system enthalpy. It is worth further investigating on whether conformational 
relaxation of the stem by the insertion residue also plays a role in contributing to the 
stability of the d2 tetraloop. One way to test this is to remove the enthalpy contribution 
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by eliminating the hydrogen bonding between insertion residue with both the loop and 
the stem. This was conducted in the following sequential order: 
 
 
1. Remove the hydrogen bonding interactions between the insertion residue 
and the loop by deoxidizing the sugar ring of residue 316A. Run 10ns of 
MD simulation at 310K on the modified structure. 
2. Remove the hydrogen bonding interactions of the insertion residue with 
both the loop and the stem by deoxidizing the sugar ring of both residue 




3.3.3 Simulations of de316-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
As described in step I of deoxidization, the hydroxyl group was removed from 
the sugar ring of residue 316A to eliminate the hydrogen bonding interactions between 
the loop and the insertion (Figure 3.18). The structure on the left is 314-d2-tetraloop. 
Two dash lines were used to represent the two hydrogen bonding interactions: the one 
between the insertion and the loop, and the one between the insertion and the stem. The 
structure on the right is the modified one where 316A was deoxidized (hydroxyl 
removed compared to 314-d2-tetraloop on the left). The new structure was labeled 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop. This way the dash line representing the hydrogen bonding 
























Figure 3.18: Modification of 314-d2-tetraloop by removing the hydroxyl group (2’) 
from the sugar ring of residue 316A. The structure on the left represents the original 
314-d2-tetraloop with two hydrogen bonding of the insertion residue 318C (dash line). 
The structure on the right represents the deoxidized 314-d2-tetraloop, labeled 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop with only the hydrogen bonding between insertion residue 
318C and the stem remaining. 
 
 
3.3.3.1 Simulation observation 
 
MD simulation of de316-314-d2-tetraloop showed that the hydrogen bonding 
between insertion residue 318C and the loop is important for stabilizing the loop 
structure. Although the sugar ring of residue 316A was deoxidized, the loop was still 
attempting to form hydrogen bonding with the insertion residue 318C (dotted lines 
highlighted the hydrogen bonding interactions on the left structure in Figure 3.19), such 
as 316A(N3) – 318C(H42), 316A(N3) – 318C(H41), and 316A(H21’) – 318C(N4). 
However, these hydrogen bond interactions did not last long and were broken half way 






Figure 3.19: Snapshots of de316-314-d2-tetraloop at 1.5ns of the simulation (left), 
which illustrated that the insertion was attempting to form hydrogen bonding with the 




The end structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop from 10ns of simulation was 
exhibited in Figure 3.19. Compared to the structure of the perfect d2 tetraloop 
(cutd2-tetraloop) where the insertion residue 318C was removed completely, the 
structure of deoxidized 314-d2-tetraloop (de316-314-d2-tetraloop) remained relatively 
stable during the simulation, especially the stem where nice base pairing and stacking 
were conserved throughout the simulation. However the intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
was not conserved very well and the loop structure was observed to experience 








3.3.3.2 RMSD Analysis of de316-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
The simulation trajectory of de316-314-d2-tetraloop was superposed on the 
starting structure before the RMSD values were calculated. All atoms, loop and stem 
RMSD (Figure 3.20 and Figure 3.21) from the simulation showed a relatively stable 
structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop compared to those of cutd2-tetraloop where the 
insertion residue was removed completely from the stem. The RMSDs also showed that 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop appeared to have experienced some structural changes after 
about 5 ns of the simulation. The all atoms RMSDs have a mean of 1.53 Å and a 
standard deviation of 0.34 Å before 5ns of the simulation. After 5ns the mean and 










































Figure 3.21: Loop (blue) and stem (red) region RMSD calculations of 




The loop and the stem region RMSDs of de316-314-d2-tetraloop were both 
calculated and plotted in the same graph for comparison (Figure 3.21). The comparison 
showed that the loop region of de316-314-d2-tetraloop was experiencing larger 
structural deviation than the stem region. The average RMSD of the loop is 3.12 Å 
while the average RMSD of stem is 1.96 Å. The RMSD values of the loop and the stem 
both showed de316-314-d2-tetraloop were experiencing a slightly structural change at 
around 5ns of the simulation as did all atoms RMSD values. This slightly change of 
structure could be further explained by the hydrogen bonding analysis conducted in the 
next section. 
In sum, the RMSD analysis of de316-314-d2-tetraloop showed a relatively 
stable structure compared to the RMSD analysis of cutd2-tetraloop conducted in 
Chapter II. The structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop appeared to deviate from the 
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structure of 314-d2-tetraloop when the hydroxyl group on the sugar ring of residue 
316A was removed. The loop of de316-314-d2-tetraloop was experiencing more 
structural changes than the stem. 
 
 
3.3.3.3 Hydrogen Bonding Analysis of de316-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
From the observation of the simulation trajectory, we can see that even in the 
absence of the hydroxyl group on the sugar ring of residue 316A (j+1), the loop of 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop was still attempting to form hydrogen bonding interactions 
with the insertion residue 318C, such as 316A(N3) – 318C(H42), 316A(N3) – 
318C(H41), and 316A(H21’) – 318C(N4), which were highlighted in dotted line in the 
left snapshot of Figure 3.19. 
However, these hydrogen bond interactions did not last long and were broken 
half way through the simulation, which is probably the reason for the changing 
structure captured in the RMSD analysis after 5ns of the simulation. Three hydrogen 
bonding interactions between the loop and the insertion residue observed during the 
simulation, 316A(N3) – 318C(H42), 316A(N3) – 318C(H41), and 316A(H21’) – 


























Figure 3.22: Distance calculated between atoms in the loop and the insertion residue 
that were observed to form hydrogen bonding in the simulation of 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop. Blue represents the atom distance between N3 on residue 
316A and H41 on residue 318C, red represents the atom distance between H21’ on 
residue 316A and N4 on residue 318C, and green represents the atom distance between 




The atom distances between N3 on residue 316A and H41 on residue 318C, 
H21’ on residue 316A and N4 on residue 318C, and N3 on residue 316A and H42 on 
residue 318C have a mean and a standard deviation of 3.82 Å and 1.02 Å, 5.78 Å and 
1.63 Å, and 4.23 Å and 0.91 Å respectively, indicating that these hydrogen bonding 
interactions were not conserved during the simulation. All three atom distances 
experienced a significant increase after 5ns of simulation. 
Figure 3.22 also exhibited that the hydrogen bonding interaction between 
316A(H21’) and 318C(N4) was conserved for the first 3ns and the hydrogen bonding 
interaction between 316A(N3) and 318C(H42) was conserved from 3ns to 4ns. Taken 
together, this suggested that the insertion residue 318C was forming hydrogen bonding 
interactions with the loop during the first 4ns of the simulation. This was an important 
finding because the hydrogen bonding interaction between the insertion residue 318C 
and the loop appeared to be correlated with the intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction 


























Figure 3.23: The intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction of residue j-1 and residue j+1 
(in red) was compared to the hydrogen bonding interaction between residue 316A in the 
loop and the insertion residue 318C (in blue) and the hydrogen bonding interaction 




The intra-loop hydrogen bond interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+1, 
was plotted on the same graph with the hydrogen bond interaction between H21’ on 
residue 316A and N4 on residue 318C and the hydrogen bonding interaction between 





From Figure 3.23 we can see that there is a correlation between the loss of 
loop-insertion hydrogen bonding and the loss of intra-loop hydrogen bonding (j-1 and 
j+1). The structure of the loop region of de316-314-d2-tetraloop deformed when the 
intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction (j-1 and j+1) was broken. Therefore the 
hydrogen bond interaction between the loop and the insertion residue in the stem, or 
stem defects, appears to be a major factor for stabilizing the loop structure of the d2 
tetraloop, 314-d2-tetraloop in this case.  
However, the whole structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop remained relatively 
stable throughout 10ns of the simulation especially when compared to the simulation 
results of the perfect d2 tetraloop without any defects in the stem from Chapter II 
(cutd2-tetraloop with insertion residue 318C removed completely from the stem of 
314-d2-tetraloop). In addition, during the simulation the hydrogen bonding interaction 
between the insertion residue 318C and residue 317A in the stem of 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop was conserved for most of the simulation time (Figure 3.24). 
Figure 3.24 showed that the average atom distance between N3 on residue 317A and H2’ 
on residue 318C was 2.49 Å. However the distance had a relatively large standard 




























Figure 3.24: The hydrogen bonding interaction between N3 on residue 317A and H2’ 




In sum, when the hydroxyl group of residue 316A (j+1) in the loop was 
removed, the hydrogen bonding between the insertion residue and the loop region was 
eliminated. This made the structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop less stable specifically 
in the loop region, which experienced atomistic changes and lost the intra-loop 
hydrogen bonding characterizing tetraloops. 
The hydrogen bonding between the stem and the insertion residue was 
conserved relatively well. Could this stem-insertion hydrogen bonding interaction be 
the reason for holding the structure of de316-314-d2-tetraloop relatively stable or could 
the conformational relaxation of stem by the insertion contribute partly to the stability 
of the structure as well? To answer this question, the hydroxyl group on the insertion 
residue 318C was removed to eliminate the hydrogen bonding interaction between 





3.3.4 Simulation Results of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
As described in step II of deoxidization, the hydroxyl group was further 
removed from the sugar ring of residue 318C of de316-314-d2-tetraloop to eliminate 
the hydrogen bonding interaction between the stem and the insertion (Figure 3.25). The 
structure on the left is de316-314-d2-tetraloop, where the dash line represents the 
hydrogen bonding interaction between the stem and the insertion. The structure on the 
right is the modified one where 318C was deoxidized (hydroxyl group removed 
compared to de316-314-d2-tetraloop). The new structure on the right was labeled 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop. In the new structure the dash line is gone which means 
the hydrogen bonding interactions between the stem and the insertion residue is 
eliminated. 
This new structure, de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop, was simulated at 300K for 



















Figure 3.25: Modification of de316-314-d2-tetraloop by removing hydroxyl group (2’) 
from sugar ring of residue 318C. The structure on the left represents the original 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop with the hydrogen bonding interaction between the insertion 
residue 318C and the stem. The structure on the right represents the deoxidized 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop, labeled de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop with both hydrogen 




3.3.4.1 Simulation Observation of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
Simulation observations of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop were very similar 
to those of de316-314-d2-tetraloop. The structure of the stem did not change 
appreciably even though the hydrogen bond interaction between the insertion residue 
318C and residue 317A in the stem was eliminated. Note that although two nucleotides 
were deoxidized the starting atomistic positions of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop were 
the same as 314-d2-tetraloop. Unlike the perfect d2 tetraloop with no stem defects 
(cutd2-tetraloop) where the stem started to fall apart during the simulation, the stem of 
this de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop with neither hydrogen bonding interactions of 
insertion residue (the one with the loop and the one with the stem) still had very nice 
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base pairing and stacking throughout the simulation. Snapshots of starting and ending 




Figure 3.26: Snapshots of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop from 10ns of MD simulation. 
The left figure is the structure at the beginning of the simulation, and the right figure is 




The loop structure of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop, however, did experience 
considerable changes from its starting point (Figure 3.26). What was different from the 
simulation of de316-314-d2-tetraloop was that those hydrogen bonding interactions 
between the loop and the insertion observed during the first 4ns of simulation of 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop could barely hold in the simulation of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop. In addition, the intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interaction between residue j-1 and residue j+1 was broken soon after the simulation 
started, which was consistent with the correlation of intra-loop hydrogen bonding and 








Therefore Molecular Dynamics simulations of both de316-314-d2-tetraloop 
and de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop showed that eliminating the loop-insertion 
hydrogen bonding and the stem-loop hydrogen bonding made the structure less stable 
compared to the original d2 tetraloop with insertion (314-d2-tetraloop) but still more 
stable than the perfect d2 tetraloop with no stem defects (cutd2-tetraloop).  
 
 
3.3.4.2 RMSD Analysis of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop 
 
All atoms RMSD values of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop were calculated 
and plotted in Figure 3.27. All atoms RMSDs showed that the structure of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop experienced similar changes to all atoms RMSDs of 
de316-314-d2-tetraloop. De316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop appeared to deviate slightly 
from its starting point soon after the simulation started and a little more after 4ns of 
simulation. The loop region and the stem region RMSD values of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop were calculated and plotted on the same graph for 























Figure 3.27: All atoms RMSD calculations of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop over 10ns 




Figure 3.28 showed that it was the stem that experienced more changes after 
4ns of simulation, which was averaged around 1.2 before 4ns and jumped to an average 
of 2.5 and fluctuated a lot. The loop of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop, on the other 
hand, had its RMSD values increased to over 3 Å soon after the simulation started, 
which could be explained by the missing loop-insertion hydrogen bonding observed in 
the simulation of de316-314-d2-tetraloop. Overall, the RMSD calculations of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop over 10ns of simulation were not much different from 
those of de316-314-d2-tetraloop. However compared to RMSDs of cutd2-tetraloop in 

























Figure 3.28: Loop (red) and stem (blue) region RMSD calculations of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop over 10ns of simulation time. 
 
 
3.3.4.3 Hydrogen bonding analysis 
 
The hydrogen bond interactions between the insertion residue and the loop 
observed previously in the simulation of de316-314-d2-tetraloop, such as 316A(N3) – 
318C(H42), 316A(N3) – 318C(H41), and 316A(H21’) – 318C(N4) were lost in the 
simulation of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop (Figure 3.29). The average distance 
between N3 on residue 316A and H41 on residue 318C, H21’ on residue 316A and N4 
on residue 318C, and N3 on residue 316A and H42 on residue 318C is 7.55 Å, 6.38 Å 
and 5.90 Å respectively. All three pairs of atoms fell way out of the distance cutoff of 






























Figure 3.29: Distance calculated for atoms in the loop – insertion hydrogen bonding 
previously observed in the simulation of de316-314-d2-tetraloop, distance between N3 
on residue 316A and H41 on residue 318C in blue, H21’ on residue 316A and N4 on 




Again the hydrogen bonding calculation of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop 
showed that the intra-loop hydrogen bond interaction between residue j-1 and j+1 was 
lost soon after the simulation started (Figure 3.30). This could be explained by the 
missing hydrogen bond interactions between the loop and the insertion residue 318C 
and was consistent with the observed correlation of loop-insertion hydrogen bonding 
and intra-loop hydrogen bonding. The intra-loop hydrogen bonding calculation was 
also consistent with the loop region RMSD calculation. Both showed that the loop 
































In sum, simulations of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop showed considerable 
changes in the loop region since the beginning of the simulation and minor changes in 
the stem region after 4ns of simulation. The loop-insertion hydrogen bonding 
interactions observed at the early stage of de316-314-d2-tetraloop simulation were 
absent in the simulation of de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop, which could explain the 
deformed loop right after the simulation started. 
Compared to simulations of cutd2-tetraloop conducted in Chapter II where the 
insertion residue 318C was completely removed from its stem, the structure of 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop remained relatively stable. Therefore other than the 
enthalpy decrease due to both the loop-insertion and the stem-insertion hydrogen 
bonding interactions, conformational relaxation of the stem by the insertion residue is 






3.4 Conclusions  
 
We validated our hypothesis II that the insertion residue 318C is the stabilizing 
factor of 314-d2-tetraloop, or stem defects are the stabilizing factors of d2 tetraloops in 
general. In the case of 314-d2-tetraloop, the insertion residue stabilizes the structure by 
forming hydrogen bonding with both the loop and the stem, which contributes to 
stability by decreasing system enthalpy. However our original reasoning on the stability 
contribution of these defects by conformationally relaxing the stem is also valid. By 
comparing the simulation of both de316-314-d2-tetraloop and 
de316-de318-314-d2-tetraloop, where only insertion hydrogen bonding interactions 
were removed, with the simulation of cutd2-tetraloop where the insertion residue was 
completely removed, we can see that cutd2-tetraloop could not remain stable at all. 
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FOLDING PATHWAY OF TETRALOOP 
 
 
This chapter presents the study of folding pathway of RNA standard tetraloops 






4.1.1.1 The Hierarchical Folding of RNA Structure 
 
The search for rules in protein folding to predict the three-dimensional 
structures of proteins from their primary sequences has attracted scientists for almost 
five decades. Structural prediction in protein folding is difficult because it takes 20 
different amino acid residues to build a protein molecule. Thus, the number of distinct 
interactions among these residues is large, depending not only on the nature of the 
residues (hydrophobic, hydrophilic, polar, etc.), but also on each residue's detailed 
structure. Another difficulty is that the existence of the various secondary structural 
elements (α-helices, parallel and anti-parallel β-sheets, β-turns, random coils, etc.) is 
contextual, i.e. these elements form and are stable in the context of the rest of the 
protein, but may not form when they are isolated in solution. The formation of 
secondary structure depends on the nature of the tertiary folding contacts, and vice 
versa. This implies that the contributions of secondary and tertiary interactions to the 
energetic stability of a protein are, in principle, not separable. Therefore, no simple 




RNA folding is simpler compared to protein folding. Only four nucleotides, 
each made of a ribose, a base, and a phosphate, are used as building blocks of the 
structure. Each ribose is a five-membered ring with only two main conformations. The 
structures of four bases are very similar to one another. The interactions of bases are 
either through hydrogen bonding or base stacking. The phosphate groups with their 
long range electrostatic interactions provide theoretical difficulties not present in 
protein folding. However, they actually simplify the RNA folding problem since 
electrostatic interactions are well understood theoretically.  
The differences between protein and RNA folding can be viewed in terms of 
the distinct ways in which the information contained in the sequence of these two 
molecular species controls the secondary and tertiary structures. The information in the 
amino acid sequence of a protein is believed to branch into secondary and tertiary 
structural elements as well as flow between these elements in both directions. The 
information in the sequence of RNA, in contrast, flows linearly, and largely in one 
direction, first to the secondary and then to the tertiary structure. Therefore, an RNA 
molecule can be thought of as possessing a hierarchical structure in which the primary 
sequence determines the secondary structure which, in turn, determines its tertiary 
folding, whose formation alters only minimally the secondary structure [1].  
 
 
4.1.1.2 Formation of RNA Hairpin Secondary Structure 
 
The hairpin structure is the most common of the secondary structural elements 
in RNA. In its simplest form, the hairpin consists of a stem and a loop (Figure 4.1). The 
stem consists primarily of Watson-Crick base pairs formed between the two antiparallel 
stretches of RNA. The region of unpaired nucleotides at the apex of the structure is the 
hairpin loop. The most obvious function of the loop is to reverse the directionality of 
the backbone so that it can afford the antiparallel strands of the stem. Because of steric 
repulsion, it takes a minimum of three nucleotides to make a turn in RNA hairpin, 




      




Tinoco and Bustamante suggested that the initiating of RNA hairpin folding is 
the random collision of complementary base pairs [3]. The formation of loop causes 
great entropy loss, with a hairpin loop with four nucleotides having an increase in free 
energy of 4.5 kcal/mole. Therefore base interactions, such as hydrogen bonding or base 
stacking, need to be formed to compensate for the entropy loss so it can close a hairpin 
loop. The rate of hairpin loop formation thus depends on the frequency of collision 
between two complementary bases, which depends on the effective concentration of 
one base relative to another, i.e. on the effective relative volume that is accessible to 
two bases. The effective relative volume depends on the number of nucleotides 
separating the two bases. Therefore the kinetics of folding favors the formation of small 









4.1.1.1 Functions of RNA Hairpins in Biology 
 
The understanding and appreciation of RNA biology have undergone a 
revolution over the past few decades. It is now recognized that RNA is much more than 
a passive intermediary between DNA and proteins. RNA can both store genetic 
information and perform varied functions. These discoveries have led to the notion 
that RNA, or an RNA-like polymer, played a central role in the emergence of life on 
Earth – the so-called RNA world hypothesis [4–6]. 
The motivation behind studying RNA folding is to elucidate its varied 
functions in biology. It is now known that RNA plays important biological roles in all 
levels of its folding hierarchy, from unstructured, to base paired (hairpin), and finally to 
globular tertiary structures, which typically contain multiple hairpins [2]. 
RNA can function in biology when it has little or no self-structure. For 
example, noncoding RNAs, such as mature miRNAs, control gene expression by base 
pairing to complementary coding and noncoding regions on mRNA [7, 8]. In addition 
to pairing with other RNAs, unstructured RNA molecules can bind proteins in a 
sequence-specific fashion to effect biological functions such as splicing, development, 
and gene regulation [9–13]. 
Although RNA can be found in nature without significant secondary 
structure, most RNA strands spontaneously fold into secondary structures, for 
example hairpins, that offer additional layers of biological functions such as 
controlling transcription termination and gene expression [11]. RNA hairpins are 
especially important in controlling gene expression. Fundamentally, this is because 
RNA can switch between two conformations, one of which allows gene expression 
and one of which blocks it. 
When adopting tertiary structures in which secondary structures interact with 
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each other through space to give compact, solvent-excluded structures with binding 
pockets and active sites, RNA molecules can perform the most complex cellular 
functions, such as small molecule binding, protein synthesis, splicing, and tRNA 
maturation [1, 14 – 16].  
In general, RNA molecules fold in a hierarchical fashion which will be 





This chapter focuses on studying the folding of a standard tetraloop in hope of 
revealing the general folding mechanism of RNA hairpin structure. Another objective is 
to find any intermediate in the folding pathway. Studies on tetraloop folding have 
shown that three states were observed during the folding: unfolded state, globular 
intermediate state, and folded state [17, 18]. In Chapter III, we discussed high 
abundance of d2 tetraloops in the HM 23S rRNA database and revealed some of the 
factors keeping this structure stable. We believe another explanation for such high 
abundance of d2 tetraloops is that it is a kinetically trapped intermediate during folding 
of a standard tetraloop. 
 
 
Hypothesis III. A d2 tetraloop is a kinetically trapped intermediate in the folding of a 
standard tetraloop. 
 
To test hypothesis III, we simulated the folding of a sample structure of the standard 






4.2.1 Secondary Structure of 2249-Standard Tetraloop 
 
Our study of the folding mechanism of standard tetraloops was conducted on a 
sample structure of standard tetraloops, 2249-standard tetraloop, from HM 23S 
ribosomal RNA database. This 2249-standard tetraloop has a sequence of 
UCG(GGGA)CGA (Figure 4.2). Again the number 2249 represents the residue number 
















This 2249-standard tetraloop (GGGA) belongs to the class of GNRA 
tetraloops, which has extraordinary thermodynamic stabilities and has a lot of very 





sample structure can give meaningful insights into the folding mechanism of the RNA 
tetraloop in general. 
  
 
4.2.2 Thermal Unfolding Simulation 
 
Molecular dynamics simulation methods have provided key insights into the 
general nature of biomolecule motion, including protein and nucleic acids, and aspects 
of motion linked to the function of those molecules in their native state. The molecular 
dynamics methods using detailed atomic models for the molecules and solvent have 
been applied extensively in order to explore the process of biomolecules folding and 
unfolding. 
Unfortunately molecular dynamic simulations of RNA folding can be 
extremely expensive in terms of computational time. Meanwhile micro- to millisecond 
timescales are often necessary to simulate folding events of even the smallest RNA 
secondary structure units. High temperature can be used as a means of accelerating the 
process. Raising the temperature has a small effect on velocity (atoms at 498K move 
approximately 30% faster than at 298K) but activated processes involving traversing 
energy barriers will be greatly accelerated. The acceleration depends on the enthalpy of 
activation and can give increase in speed of 103 (∆H ‡ = 10 kcal/mol) to 109 (∆H ‡ = 32 
kcal/mol) [21].   
Therefore, in this study, high temperature induced unfolding molecular 
dynamics simulations of 2249-standard tetraloop were carried out to provide potential 
insights into folding pathways between the native folded and denatured unfolded states 
of the system and to assess folding dynamics within the tetraloop structure. The reverse 
of high temperature simulation trajectory of this 2249-standard tetraloop should reveal 







Thermal unfolding simulation has served as a powerful tool for investigating 
dynamics involving large conformational changes on computationally tractable 
timescales. It has been previously suggested that the unfolding process for proteins can 
in general reflect the main attributes of the folding event [19 – 23], and it has been 
shown that construction of folding pathways, including transition state ensembles, is 
possible using high temperature induced unfolding [20]. A report of the direct, 
atomistic folding of a small protein in silico [24] has shown that previously published 
thermal unfolding trajectories [20] served as a good tool for predicting the folding rate 
and mechanism.  
 
 
4.2.3 Simulation Protocols 
 
NPT MD simulation in explicit water (TIP3P [25]) was performed following 
the same simulation protocol used in Chapter II and Chapter III. Again AMBER94 [26] 
was the force field used. 
Test simulations were conducted at four different temperatures, 410K, 510K, 
610K and 710K for 10 nanoseconds in order to determine the appropriate temperature 
and simulation length. The simulation conducted at 410K showed that the structure of 
2249-standard tetraloop did not unfold completely. The simulations conducted at 610K 
and 710K showed that the structure reached its denatured state with 100ps and no 
intermediates were observed. Trajectory of the simulation conducted at 510K, on the 
other hand, best represented an ensemble of unfolding events. It appeared that 510K 
was the lowest temperature that caused the RNA to completely unfold, which was 







In addition, testing simulations showed that at 510K the RNA tetraloop 
molecule reached its completely unfolded state during the first 2 ns of simulation. 
Therefore all high temperature simulations in this study were run at constant 
temperature 510K for 2 ns. 
 
 
4.3 Results and Discussions  
 
High temperature MD simulations at 510K following the same simulation 
protocol described earlier were repeated for four runs in this study. Trial 1 and 4 
revealed the same unfolding event, here called unfolding pathway 1. Trial 2 revealed a 





4.3.1 Unfolding Pathway 1 
 
Two runs of high temperature MD simulations at 510K, trial 1 and trial 4, 
showed similar trajectories, here called unfolding pathway 1. The observed unfolding 
events in unfolding pathway 1 displayed three-state folding behavior, including a 
folded (native) state, an intermediated state, and an unfolded state. RMSDs analysis and 
hydrogen bonding calculations were conducted to exhibit how 2240-standard tetraloop 






4.3.1.1 RMSD Analysis of Unfolding Pathway 1 
 
All atoms RMSD values of 2249-standard tetralop from unfolding simulation 
1 were calculated and plotted in Figure 4.3. The all atoms RMSDs calculation in 
unfolding pathway 1 clearly displayed three-state folding behavior of 2249-standard 
tetraloop: a native (or folded) state, an intermediate state, and an unfolded state. The 
structure of 2249-standard tetraloop started to unravel very quickly during the first 
200ps of high temperature simulation with its RMSDs increasing to 5 Å. Then the 
structure reached its intermediate state with RMSDs leveling off and staying at around 
2 – 3 Å until 1ns. After 1ns of the simulation the structure of 2249-standard tetraloop 
























Figure 4.3: All atoms RMSD calculations for high temperature unfolding simulation 1. 
 
 
RMSD values of the loop and the stem region during the high temperature 
simulation were also calculated and plotted on the same graph for stem-loop 
comparison (Figure 4.4). Generally both the loop and the stem RMSD calculations 
showed similar patterns of the structural unfolding for all atoms RMSD calculations 
(Figure 4.3). However, the stem appeared to be experiencing more atomistic changes 
than the loop during the unfolding, which leads us to believe that the stem is less stable 
























Figure 4.4: RMSD calculations of the loop region (red) and the stem (green) over 2ns of 




RMSDs of each base pair in the stem of 2249-standard tetraloop were 
calculated and plotted in Figure 4.5 and were consistent with the stem RMSD 
calculation in Figure 4.4. The atom positions of the terminus base pair started to deviate 
from their starting point appreciably soon after the simulation started, with terminus 
base pair RMSD increased to over 4 Å after 200ps. The central and the closing base pair 
RMSD remained relatively stable during the first 1ns and then jumped high after 1ns. 
Hydrogen bonding interactions between each base pair in the stem were calculated in 



















Figure 4.5: RMSD calculations for three base pair in the stem over 2ns of simulation 
time for unfolding simulation 1. The terminus base pair (2246U-2255A) in red, the 










In summary, RMSD analysis of 2249-standard tetraloop high temperature 
simulation trajectory displayed a three state folding behavior: a native (folded) state, an 
intermediate state, and an unfolded state. The unfolding trajectory of 2249-standard 
tetraloop showed a less stable stem structure relative to the loop. The relative stability 
of the loop compared to the stem and the order of base pair opening up in the stem (the 
terminus base pair followed by the central base pair and then the closing base pair) 





4.3.1.2 Hydrogen Bonding Interactions 
 
Hydrogen bonding interactions of the terminus base pair (2246U-2255A), the 
central base pair (2247C-2254G) and the closing base pair (2248G-2253C) were 
calculated and plotted in Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. The terminus base pair 
opened immediately after the simulation started. The central base pair held much longer 
than the terminus base pair during the simulation and started to open up at 800ps. The 
closing base pair seemed to be the most stable base pair and held the longest among all 





























Figure 4.6: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the terminus base pair in the stem 
of unfolding simulation 1. Distance of O4 on 2246U and H61 on 2255A in pink, 

























Figure 4.7: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the central base pair in the stem. 
Distance of N3 on 2247C and H1 on 2254G in purple, distance of H41 on 2247C and 






Figure 4.8: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the closing base pair in the stem. 
Distance of H1 on 2248G and N3 on 2253C in purple, distance of O6 on 2248G and 

























Hydrogen bonding interaction calculations of each base pair in the stem of 
2249-standard tetraloop were consistent with the RMSD analysis. The structure of 
2249-standard tetraloop was completely unfolded in the stem region after 1ns of high 
temperature simulation. Consistent with the calculations of stem base pairs RMSDs, 
hydrogen bonding of the terminus base pair was first broken, suggesting that terminus 
bases did not pair in the intermediary state. The central base pair was still held in the 
intermediary state. The closing base pair was conserved for the longest time among 
three base pairs. The closing base pair opening up indicated that the structure of 
2249-standard tetraloop reached the unfolded state. 
 
 
The intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions, the one between residue j-1 and 
residue j+1 and the one between residue j-1 and residue j+2, were calculated in Figure 
4.9 and Figure 4.10. Unlike what we expected, the intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interaction between residue j-1 and j+1, which is believed to be a characterizing 
interaction for tetraloops structure, were broken soon after the simulation started and 
did not exist in the intermediate state observed in unfolding pathway 1. If d2 tetraloops 
with some kind of defects in the stem, which are found abundantly in the database, was 
indeed an intermediate state during the folding pathway of a standard tetraloop as we 
proposed, then the intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between j-1 and j+1 would 
have been conserved during the intermediate state, at least before the structure went 



























Figure 4.9: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 2249G (j-1) and 2251G 
(j+1) from unfolding simulation 1. 
 
 
The other intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between residue j-1 and j+2 
was conserved relatively well for the first 1.1ns of the simulation but was no longer 
conserved after that. Recall that the hydrogen bonding interactions between the closing 
base pair were broken at approximately 1ns of the simulation, indicating the opening up 
of the closing base pair. It was after the lost hydrogen bonding interactions between the 
closing base pair that this j-1 – j+2 intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction also started 
to break up. Therefore we can say that closing base pair appears to be critical to hold the 
loop structure even though this loop is no longer considered a tetraloop without the j-1 
– j+2 intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction in place. It also showed that the opening 
up of closing base pair caused the opening up of the loop and led 2249-standard 





























Figure 4.10: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 2249G (j-1) and 2252A 
(j+2) from unfolding simulation 1, atom distance between H1 of 2249G and O2P of 





In summary, RMSD analysis and hydrogen bonding calculations of 
2249-standard tetraloop high temperature simulation 1 supported the theory of loop 
forms first followed by the stem during the folding of tetraloops. The overall unfolding 
trajectory is described in detail in the next section. 
 
 
4.3.1.3 High Temperature Unfolding Trajectory 1  
 
Two nanosecond of high temperature MD simulation trajectory was shown in 
Figure 4.11, revealing an observed unfolding pathway. Twenty one snapshots were 
taken from the starting point to the end point of 2ns with a 100ps increment. Simulation 
time corresponding to when the snapshot was taken was noted below each snapshot. 
The phosphate-ribose backbones of the stem region were displayed as blue sticks for 
clarity. The phosphate-ribose backbones of the loop region were colored according to 
their residue ID, 2249G (j-1) in pink, 2250G (j) in blue, 2251G (j+1) in purple, and 
2252A (j+2) in green. 
The unfolding pathway 1 showed the loss of the terminus base pair (2246U – 
2255A) occurred first just after the simulation started, accompanied by the loss of 
intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between 2249G (j-1) and 2249G (j+1). At this 
time the backbone of the loop became slightly flattened, however, the loop still 
remained because of the closing base pair and the other intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interaction between 2249G (j-1) and 2252A (j+2). This state was identified as the 
intermediary state which lasted for approximately 800ps during the high temperature 
simulation. After 800ps the central base pair (2247C – 2254G) started to open up, 
followed by the loss of closing base pair (2248G – 2253C). Then the j-1 – j+2 intra-loop 
hydrogen bonding was lost as well as the loop structure. After approximately 1.2ns, the 
structure reached its completely unfolded state.  
 
 







Reversing the high temperature unfolding trajectory 1 gives a relatively clear 
folding pathway of a standard tetraloop, 2249 standard tetraloop in this case. The 
unfolded RNA single strand forms a loop first. This is achieved by random collision of 
complementary base pair to form the closing base pair first. Then the stem starts to 
grow by forming base pairing and stacking. Then the loop starts to ‘settle down’ to the 
loop structure of a tetraloop by forming all the right intra-loop hydrogen bonding 
interactions and the stacking of bases on residue j, j+1, and j+2. Meanwhile the stem 
finishes its structure by forming the terminus base pair. At this point the folding of a 
standard tetraloop is complete. 
 
 
4.3.2 Folding Pathway 2 
 
The other run (trial 2) of high temperature MD simulations at 510K showed a 
different trajectory, here called unfolding pathway 2. The observed unfolding events 
also displayed three-state behavior, including a folded (native) state, an intermediate 
state, and an unfolded state. What is different this time is that the structure of this 
observed intermediate state is similar to that of the d2 tetraloop, which is what we 
initially proposed. However, this intermediate state remained for only a very short 
period of time (about 100ps) during the high temperature simulation. Afterwards the 
structure reached the unfolded state. 
 
 
4.3.2.1 RMSD Analysis of Unfolding Simulation 2 
 
All atoms RMSD values from 2249-standard tetraloop unfolding simulation 2 
were calculated and plotted in Figure 4.12. The structure started to unravel very quickly 
during the first 100ps with the RMSDs increased to approximately 4 Å. After 300ps the 
RMSD started to drop to less than 2 Å and reached its lowest point (1.56 Å) at 500ps, 
indicating that the structure of 2249-standard tetraloop reached its intermediate state. 
Afterwards the RMSDs went up continuously to over 5 Å. Therefore, the all atoms 
RMSDs of unfolding simulation 2 also showed a three state folding behavior: a native 

























In comparison with the intermediate state observed in unfolding simulation 1, 
this intermediate state in the unfolding simulation 2 did not last very long (for 
approximately 200ps from observation of all atoms RMSDs). The intermediate state 




The loop and the stem region RMSDs were calculated and plotted in the same 
graph (Figure 4.13). The pattern of stem RMSDs were very similar to that of all atoms 
RMSDs (Figure 4.12). The pattern of the loop RMSDs, on the contrary, is quite 
different. It had its first jump at approximately 200ps, at which point the RMSDs of the 












0 0.5 1 1.5 2
Figure 4.13: RMSD calculations of the loop region (red) and the stem (blue) over 2ns of 




The loop RMSDs calculation was consistent with the observation that the 
structure of the intermediate state resembled that of d2 tetraloops. After 200ps 
2249-standard tetraloop reached its intermediate state and the structure of the loop 
changed appreciably (the first jump in loop RMSDs). To better understand the 
structural change of the loop during high temperature simulation RMSDs of residue 
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2249G (j-1), 2250G (j) and 2251G (j+1) were calculated in Figure 4.14. It showed that 
residue j-1, j and j+1 went back to its starting point in the intermediate state but not 
residue j+2 (see RMSDs of the whole loop in Figure 4.13). Therefore, the loop of the 
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Figure 4.14: RMSD calculations of residue j-1, j, and j+1 in the loop region from 
unfolding simulation 2. 
 
 
The RMSDs of each base pair in the stem were calculated and plotted in the 
same graph (Figure 4.15). The stem base pairs RMSDs calculations showed that the 
atom positions of both the terminus base pair and the central base pair changed 
appreciably soon after the simulation started. The atom positions of closing base pair 
remained relatively intact until 800ps, suggesting again that the closing base pair was 
the last base pair to open up during the unfolding of 2249-standard tetraloop. Hydrogen 

























Figure 4.15: RMSD calculations for all three base pairs in the stem for unfolding 
simulation 2, closing base pair (2248G – 2253C) in green, central base pair (2247C – 




In summary, the RMSD analysis of high temperature simulation 2 exhibited a 
three-state unfolding behavior: a native state, an intermediate state and an unfolded 
state. The intermediate state observed in unfolding simulation 2 resembled the structure 
of the d2 tetraloop. RMSDs calculations of both the loop of 2249-standard tetraloop 
and residue j-1, j and j+1 in the loop of 2249-standard tetraloop further suggested that 
the intermediate state is a d2 tetraloop. Therefore, it validated our hypothesis III that a 




4.3.2.2 Hydrogen Bonding Calculation of Unfolding Simulation 2 
 
Hydrogen bonding interactions in each stem base pair were calculated and 
showed consistency with the RMSDs analyses of stem base pairs. The terminus base 
pair (2246U-2255A) opened up immediately after the simulation started (Figure 4.16). 
The central base pair (2247C-2254G) held slightly longer than the terminus base pair 
during the simulation with its hydrogen bonding interactions broken up at 80ps (Figure 
4.17). The closing base pair (2248G-2253C) appeared to be the most stable base pair 
and held the longest during high temperature simulation among all three base pairs in 
the stem. It started to open up after 800ps of simulation (Figure 4.18) indicating that the 






















Figure 4.16: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the terminus base pair in the stem 
during unfolding simulation 2. Distance of O4 on 2246U and H61 on 2255A in purple, 






























Figure 4.17: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the central base pair in the stem. 
Distance of N3 on 2247C and H1 on 2254G in purple, distance of H41 on 2247C and 

























Figure 4.18: Hydrogen bonding interactions between the closing base pair in the stem. 
Distance of H1 on 2248G and N3 on 2253C in purple, distance of O6 on 2248G and 
H41 on 2253C in pink, and distance of H21 on 2248G and O2 on 2253C in blue. 
 
The two intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions, the one between residue j-1 
and j+1 and the one between residue j-1 and j+2, were also calculated (Figure 4.19 and 
Figure 4.20). The intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions of unfolding simulation 2 
were quite different from those of unfolding simulation 1. Recall that during unfolding 
simulation 1 the intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between 2249G (j-1) and 
2251G (j+1) was broken soon after the simulation started. In comparison, during 
unfolding simulation 2 this j-1 – j+1 hydrogen bonding was broken during the first 
300ps but reformed from 350ps to 600ps, which corresponded to the intermediate state 
formation period. This was consistent with the RMSD calculations for residue j-1, j and 
j+1 in the loop during unfolding simulation 2. Taken together, it quantitatively 
supported our observation that the unfolding intermediate state of unfolding 2 is 



























Figure 4.19: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 2249G (j-1) and 2251G 





The other intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between residue 2249G 
(j-1) and 2252A (j+2) was conserved for approximately 800ps before it was broken 
(Figure 4.20). This intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between reside j-1 and j+2 
was again correlated with the hydrogen bonding interactions between the closing base 
pair (Figure 4.17) during unfolding simulation 2. This correlation was also observed 
during unfolding simulation 1. Therefore, the opening up of the closing base pair and 
the loss of the intra-loop hydrogen bonding interaction between residue j-1 and j+2 
































Figure 4.20: Intra-loop hydrogen bonding interactions between 2249G (j-1) and 2252A 
(j+2), atom distance between H1 of 2249G and O2P of 2252A in green and atom 
distance between H21 of 2249G and O2P of 2252A in blue. 
 
 
In summary, hydrogen bonding interactions in the loop and the stem of 
2249-standard tetraloop during high temperature simulation 2 showed consistent 
results with RMSDs analysis. The intermediate state of unfolding pathway 2 was 
structurally similar to a d2 tetraloop and occurred from 200ps to 500ps. After 500 ps the 
structure of 2249-standard tetraloop continuously experienced unraveling until the 
closing base pair opened up completely and the loop deformed completely at 800ps. 
That was when the structure reached the unfolded state. 
 
 
4.3.2.3 Snapshots of Three-States Unfolding Pathway 2: the Folded State, the 
Intermediate State and the Unfolded State 
 
High temperature unfolding simulation 2 showed a different folding pathway 
compared to unfolding simulation 1. Figure 4.21 showed the folded state (left), the 
intermediate state (center) and the unfolded state (right) during the high temperature 
simulation 2 of 2249-standard tetraloop. 
 
 
Figure 4.21: Snapshots from unfolding simulation 2. The folded state (starting point) is 
on the left, the intermediate state (at 500ps) is at the center, the unfolded state (at 1ns) is 
on the right. The phosphate-ribose backbones of the stem are displayed as blue sticks 
for clarity. The phosphate-ribose backbones of the loop are colored according to their 
residue ID, 2249G (j-1) in pink, 2250G (j) in blue, 2251G (j+1) in purple, and 2252A 








The observed intermediate state (center structure in Figure 4.20) in unfolding 
pathway 2 had a loop that was structurally very similar to that of a d2 tetraloop, which 
validated our hypothesis III to some degree. The characterizing intra-loop hydrogen 
bonding for tetraloop was first broken during the first 300ps of the simulation but 
reformed at the intermediate state. This hydrogen bonding was absent in the 
intermediate observed during unfolding simulation 1. The other intra-loop hydrogen 
bonding interaction between residue j-1 and j+2 was conserved during the first 800ps 
before it reached the completely unfolded state. This j-1 – j+2 intra-loop hydrogen 
bonding was correlated with the conserved hydrogen bonding interactions between the 
closing base pair during the first 800ps. 
Despite similarities, the stem of the intermediate state from unfolding 
simulation 2 was not exactly like that of a d2 tetraloop. The stem of a d2 tetraloop has 
relatively good base pairing and stacking in place and always has some kind of defects. 
In the intermediate state of unfolding 2, neither the terminus base pair nor the central 
base pair was forming hydrogen bonding or stacking. We predicted that during the high 
temperature unfolding the last residue j+2 in the loop would be shifted down to form 
closing base pair with j-2, and residue j+3 would be bulged out to become an insertion 
residue in the stem so that the structure of the intermediate would be like one similar to 
314-d2-tetraloop. Apparently the intermediate state was not like what we had predicted.  
In unfolding pathway 2, the residue j+2 in the loop of the intermediate state did 
not shift down to the stem. It was probably because the closing base pair was very 
stable and could not easily open up. As a result, residue j+2 remained in the loop and 
was bulged out from its starting point therefore making the rest of the loop become one 
like a d2 tetraloop. Both RMSDs analyses and hydrogen bonding calculations of the 
loop supported the observation that the loop of the intermediate state was similar to a d2 
tetraloop. 
Observation of the simulation trajectory, together with RMSD analysis and 
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hydrogen bonding interaction calculations, showed that after 800ps the completely 
unfolded state was reached in unfolding simulation 2. The structure of this unfolded 
state (right structure in Figure 4.20) was a random coil. Again the structure did not 
reach its completely unfolded state until the closing base pair started to open up. 
Therefore, the forming of closing base pair is again considered to be critical for the 




4.4 Conclusions  
 
High temperature simulations of 2249-standard tetraloop revealed two 
unfolding pathways: unfolding pathway 1 and unfolding pathway 2. Both pathways 
displayed a three-state folding behavior: a native (folded) state, an intermediate state 
and an unfolded state. Both pathways took similar time to reach the intermediate state 
and the unfolded state. However the intermediate state of pathway 2 lasted for 
approximately 300ps, which was shorter the intermediate state of pathway 1 (lasted for 
approximately 600ps). 
In unfolding pathway 2, the structure of the intermediate state resembled that 
of a d2 tetraloop to some degree, especially the loop. However, we did not observe the 
residue j+2 in the loop of 2249-standard tetraloop to shift down into the loop forcing 
residue j+3 to become the insertion residue. We believe it was because the relatively 
stable closing base pair could not easily open up to allow residue j+2 to shift down from 
the loop. Instead, residue j+2 was observed to be bulged out from the loop. The 
structure of the rest of the loop was the same as that of a d2 tetraloop. Therefore, our 
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This chapter presents the preliminary study of the conformational structure of 
poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) through bulk simulation to 






5.1.1.1 Polymer as support in immobilized catalysts 
 
Traditional homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts have been two 
dominating families of catalysis systems. Homogeneous catalysis occurs when the 
catalyst and reactants are in the same phase. This type of catalysis is broadly 
characterized by mild reaction conditions, high yields, and high selectivity. The 
separation of catalysts from the reaction mixture at the conclusion of reaction can often 
be difficult on a laboratory scale and nearly impossible on the industrial scale without 
additional and expensive equipment. 
Heterogeneous catalysis occurs when the catalyst and reactants are in different 
phases. In this type of catalysis, the catalysts are much easier to separate from the 
products and are more easily regenerated and reused. However, it generally requires 
harsher reaction conditions (increased temperature and/or pressure) and increased 
reaction times while producing lower yields and selectivities than its homogeneous 
counterpart. 
A potential solution to the drawbacks of these two types of catalysis 
mentioned above is immobilized homogeneous catalysis, commonly called supported 
or tethered homogeneous catalysis. It is one method that has been used in attempt to 
develop a catalyst that combines the reactivity and selectivity of homogeneous catalysts 
with both the separability and reusability of heterogeneous catalysts. Essentially a 
supported homogeneous catalyst is a homogeneous catalyst which has been attached, or 
immobilized, on a solid support by a series of atoms that is commonly referred to as 
either a tether or a linker (Figure 5.1) [1]. 
 
 
   




Polymers have previously been used in the application of immobilized 
homogeneous catalysis and provide many advantages as supports for such systems [1]. 
In homogeneous catalysis the rate limiting step is reaction rate. Diffusion from the bulk 
is generally not a concern. With heterogeneous catalysis, diffusion of reactants from the 





homogeneous catalyst, the high reactivity and selectivity of the homogeneous catalyst 
remains. However, the accessibility of the catalyst to the reactants becomes an issue. 
Since the catalysts and reactants are still in the same phase, it is not so much diffusion 
through a phase boundary but diffusion through the support medium that becomes the 
limiting factor. 
In the case of a polymer, a large random coil polymer could block catalyst sites 
due to the high flexibility of the backbone. The more flexible the backbone, the higher 
the likelihood of the backbone cutting off a direct route to a catalyst site becomes. The 
optimal polymer support would be a rigid rod polymer because all of the side groups 
would be accessible. However, rigid rod polymers are very difficult and expensive to 
process. Therefore, a useful alternative would be a polymer with a helical conformation 






Poly(norbornene) (PNB) has three possible polymerization pathways, each 
forming a different polymer, as shown in Figure 5.2 [2]. The first is created via 
ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) [3]. The second is created using 
radical/cationic polymerization [4]. The third is a vinylic polymer created using metal 
coordinated [5] or metallocene [6] catalysts. ROMP PNB has been used as a polymer 
support for immobilized homogeneous catalysts, and it is thought that it might share 
conformational characteristics with its vinylic cousin. The desired characteristic is that 
of a highly expanded helix which, in turn, could maximize access to the catalytic side 






Figure 5.2: The three polymerization pathways of norbornene [2]. 
 
 
Previous work by the Ludovice group on vinylic PNB has shown that for a 
particular configuration of PNB, the polymer forms a helix-kink conformation. The 
2,3-exo,exo-erythro-diisotactic poly(norbornene) configuration was the only one that 
was found to form this conformation [7]. Because of the helix-kink conformation of 
this configuration, three hypotheses were formed as to what was required of a 
helix-kink polymer. 
The first hypothesis is that backbone bond types must alternate between 
rotating and non-rotating bonds. This is consistent in vinylic PNB with the alternating 
norbornane ring, which is highly constrained therefore cannot rotate, on the backbone 
of the polymer. The second hypothesis is that the polymer must be cis across the 
backbone, like exo, exo vinylic PNB. If the polymer were exo, endo, the polymer would 







The final hypothesis is that the polymer must have a bulky side group. The 
best example of this is poly(acetylene). Poly(acetylene) does not have a helical 
conformation, however, cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene) does. It is believed that the addition 
of the side group provides the steric hindrance that prevents the torsion angle of the 
rotatable bond to adopt a more linear conformation. In the case of vinylic PNB, the 
norbornane ring is playing the role of the bulky side group required to provide the steric 
hindrance.  
One property of this type of kinky helical polymer is its accessibility. If a 
catalyst is tethered to a polymer support, a random coil polymer has the potential to 
block the catalyst site to the reactant. A random coil polymer has no underlying 
structure so it is possible that the catalyst site could be on the interior of the polymer 
molecule. If a polymer is helical, then there will be an overall order to the polymer 
backbone. Therefore a catalyst site will be less likely to be inaccessible due to the 
backbone of the polymer.  
ROMP PNB has a very different backbone compared to its vinylic counterpart. 
Rather than an edge of a norbornane ring as part of the backbone, ROMP PNB contains 
a cyclopentane ring that is integral to the backbone. However, it is possible that one of 
the configurations of ROMP PNB would fulfill all of the requirements for a helical 
polymer. For the polymer itself, there are different possible configurations in the 
backbone. The double bond can be cis or trans, the backbone can be cis or trans across 
the cyclopentane ring, and the polymer could have meso or racemic diads (Figure 5.3) 
[8]. To test the bulky side group hypothesis, a side group can be added to the 
cyclopentane ring. The side group shown in Figure 5.3 (d) can be found in the literature 
as a side group which is used to tether catalysts to ROMP PNB [9, 10]. 
From the aforementioned three requirements for a helical polymer, there is a 
possibility that ROMP PNB can fulfill all three of them. The first characteristic of 
ROMP PNB that is important is that the backbone alternates as double bond / single 
bond / cyclopentane ring. If the cyclopentane ring is rigid enough, this would constitute 
the required alternating rotatable / non-rotatable bonds. The cyclopentane ring will 
always be cis due to the fact that the ROMP mechanism only acts on the double bond of 
the norbornene ring. As long as the double bond is cis, then the all cis non-rotatable 
bond requirements will be fulfilled. A side group will be necessary for the third 





Figure 5.3: The different possible configurations of ROMP PNB. ROMP PNB can have 
(a) racemic or meso diads, can be (b) cis or trans across the double bond or (c) the 









Previous modeling of ROMP PNB showed that all of the conformations of 
ROMP PNB form a random coil. It was determined that the presence of the random coil 
conformations was due to the fact that the cyclopentane ring on the backbone was not 
rigid enough to be considered as non-rotatable [8]. 
 
 
5.1.1.3 ROMP poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) 
 
One of the major requirements for a helix-kink polymer is that it must have 
alternating rotatable / non-rotatable bonds. Previous modeling work showed that 
ROMP PNB did not form a helical conformation due to the lack of rigidity in the 
cyclopentane ring in the backbone. However, it is possible to functionalize the 
cyclopentane ring in such a manner as to remove the flexibility of the backbone 
cyclopentane ring. Recent experiment studies have shown results that may suggest that 
the polymerization of a repeat unit with the addition of a second ring fused to the 
cyclopentane ring could produce a polymer that has a helix-kink conformation [11–15]. 
ROMP poly(norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (PNBDC) (Figure 5.4 a) is an 
example of such polymer with a dicarboximide ring added to the cyclopentane ring to 
make the ring more rigid so that it can be considered a non-rotatable bond. When an 
undecyl group was added to the dicarboximide ring the polymer becomes ROMP 
poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (PNBDC_UD) with a very bulky 
side group (Figure 5.4 b). In ROMP PNBDC or ROMP PNBDC_UD, a second ring is 
fused to the backbone cyclopentane ring of ROMP PNB to make the cyclopentane ring 
more rigid and therefore behave as a non-rotatable bond, thus producing a helical 
conformation. The long side group (undecyl) is also typical of the tether that might be 
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5.1.1.4 Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) 
 
Wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) is a potential method to characterize 
the helix-kink type of polymer behavior. The normal diffraction pattern for an 
amorphous polymer is a broad peak, called an “amorphous halo”. For 









Figure 5.5: WAXD spectra for PNB. (a) The dark solid line represents the experimental 
WAXD pattern for PNB, the dashed line represents a four chain model of PNB, the 
solid line represents a six chain model of PNB, and the dotted line represents the 
WAXD pattern for a poly(ethylene)-PNB 50:50 random copolymer [16]. (b) WAXD 









Molecular simulations were found to produce WAXD spectra which matched 
that of the experimental data (also shown in Figure 5.5(a)). This WAXD pattern can be 
explained with the helix-kink model that was employed in creating the simulation 
results. The model shows a split between the intermolecular (low angle) and 
intramolecular (high angle) interactions from two distinct patterns of order, and further 
work has shown that the intermolecular order decreases with increasing molecular 
weight (Figure 5.5 (b)). This is consistent with a helix-kink model where one might 
expect small, ordered chains that will increase kink content with larger chains. The 
increased kink content would appear as a decrease in intermolecular order [16, 17]. 
Molecular modeling has also been used to improve upon the properties of this 
polymer for its specific application. This was done by determining the effect of 
different side groups on these same properties of the polymer through modeling. Figure 
5.6 shows a comparison of experimental WAXD data with two 100 repeat unit 
simulations of vinylic PNB with methyl, butyl, and hexyl side groups. There were two 
peaks for each polymer, but as the side group increased in size, the peak corresponding 
to the intermolecular portion of the system decreased in intensity. It shows that there 
will be a change in intermolecular order as the side group increases in size due to the 
less ordered nature of the larger alkane side groups. This reduction in intermolecular 




Figure 5.6: Comparison between simulated and experimental WAXD pattern (shifted 
for comparison) for vinylic PNB with methyl, butyl, and hexyl side groups on the 
norbornene ring. The simulated and experimental WAXD pattern for the methyl, butyl, 







As discussed earlier one major property of the type of polymer with a 
helix-kink conformation is its accessibility, which is a major characteristic indicating 
how good an immobilized catalyst is. The wide angle X-ray scattering experiment 
conducted by the Weck group generated a WAXD pattern showing that the amorphous 
halo was split into two distinct peaks, one for intermolecular interactions and the other 
for intramolecular interactions. 
The Ludovice group has identified a certain configuration of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD has a helical conformation. However bulk simulations have never been 





identifying the configuration of ROMP PNBDC_UD that has a helix-kink 
conformation and performing bulk simulations on the identified configuration to 





We attempt to reproduce the experimental WAXD pattern for PNBDC_UD 
using bulk simulations and analyze the resulting order in the simulations. We believe 
that ROMP PNBDC_UD has some intermediate order. 
 
 




To test hypothesis IV, the right combinations of backbone torsion angles that 
enables the helix-kink conformation of ROMP PNBDC_UD will be determined. A four 
chain model will be built to perform bulk simulation. WAXD will be calculated and 
compared with experimental data. Simulations will also be conducted on ROMP 
PNBDC with no undecyl side group to investigate the role of bulky side group in 












5.2.1 Starting Conformation 
 
Both ROMP PNBDC and ROMP PNBDC_UD with different combinations of 
backbone torsion angles were used as starting structures in order to identify the 
appropriate helix-kink conformation and to generate the WAXD pattern that matches 
the experimental data. 
Only two backbone torsion angles, the one before the cyclopentane ring and 
the one after the cyclopentane ring, were considered rotatable and given different 
combinations to generate our starting conformation. The first torsion angle was given a 
value of 120°. The second torsion angle was initially set at a value from 0° to 360° with 
increment of 20° to provide different combinations of backbone torsion angles. Only 
isolated polymers with 50 repeating units were simulated as it is the close molecular 
weight suggested by experiments.  
This approach to building a starting conformation gave us a series of possible 
helical structures, some were broad, some were tight, and some were superhelical. The 
goal is to run Molecular Dynamics simulations on the polymer with numerous helical 
starting conformations to see which one of them would stay in helical or at kinky 
helical conformation. The identified helical or kinky helical conformation would then 
be used to build bulk models and run bulk simulations so as to generate the WAXD 









5.2.2 Molecular Dynamics  
 
Prior to each run of molecular dynamics simulation, each starting 
conformation was minimized with a gradient target of 0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1 using the 
steepest descent algorithm. 
NVT molecular dynamics (MD) was used to sample the conformation space at 
300K using the Nosé–Poincaré–Andersen (NPA) algorithm [19, 20]. The time step was 
2 femtoseconds (fs), and the hydrogens were constrained using the LINCS constraint 
algorithm [21]. The simulations were run for 500 ps. MMFF94 [22, 23, 24] was 
identified as the most appropriate force field for this polymer and was therefore used as 
the force field in this study. 
 
 
5.2.3 Wide Angle X-Ray Diffraction  
 
In order to match the WAXD pattern generated experimentally, the identified 
helical conformation was simulated by placing four polymer chains, each with 50 
repeating units, into a periodic crystal cell of P1 symmetry to obtain a density of 0.9 g 
cm-3, which is the estimated density from Weck group. The structure was minimized to 
the gradient target of 0.01 kcal mol-1 Å-1. 
Due to the fact that ROMP PNBDC_UD has long and bulky side groups that 
make it very difficult to place four molecule chains in a cell with the right density, a 
step by step compression protocol was used to reach the right density. The starting 
crystal cell size had a density of approximately 0.6 g cm-3 so that any atom of the four 
molecule chains would not be placed on top of each other. During each step of 
compression the size of the cell was reduced by 0.5 Å along x, y, and z dimension 
respectively and the polymers were simulated by 100ps of NPA MD. The compression 






5.3 Results and Discussions 
5.3.1 Isolated Polymer Simulation 
5.3.1.1 Cis-poly(acetylene) and Cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene) 
 
It is believed that the addition of the t-butyl side group on poly(acetylene) 
provides steric hindrance necessary to prevent the torsion angle of the rotatable bond to 
adopt a more linear conformation. As a starting example to show the role of bulky side 
groups in making a helix-kink conformation, 500ps MD simulations were conducted at 
300K on both cis-poly(acetylene) and cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene) with a perfect helical 
starting structure after energy minimization. Each polymer has 50 repeating units. 
Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.8 showed the structures of both cis-poly(acetylene) 
and cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene) with 50 repeating units at the starting point (a), after 





















Figure 5.7: Simulation snapshots of cis-poly(acetylene). (a) helical starting structure, (b) 

















Figure 5.8: Simulation snapshots of cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene). (a) helical starting 










Simulation results of cis-poly(acetylene) clearly showed that it did not form a 
helical structure. Rather it formed a random coil after 500ps of MD simulation. In fact 
cis-poly(acetylene) formed a random coil after 100ps of the simulation (Figure 5.7 c). 
In contrast, cis-t-butyl poly(acetylene) with a bulky side group (t-butyl group) added 
onto the backbone did form a helix-kink conformation even after 1ns of MD simulation 
(Figure 5.8 c). From these two simulations we could see the role of side groups in 
making a kinky helical structure. 
 
 
5.3.1.2 ROMP PNBDC Simulations 
 
Previous work showed that the cyclopentane ring was not rigid enough to be 
considered as a non-rotatable bond to make ROMP PNB adopt a helix-kink 
conformation. This was corrected by adding a fused dicarboximide ring to the 
cyclopentane ring to increase its rigidity. Previous work has shown that the fused 
dicarboximide ring is able to effectively limit the motion of the cyclopentane ring and 
therefore stiffen the backbone cyclopentane ring of ROMP PNB [8]. Therefore, the 
dicarboximide ring fulfilled the non-rotatable bond requirement for forming a helix. 
However, it remained unknown whether the dicarboximide group is also large enough 
to play the role of bulky side groups that also appear to be required for helix formation. 
In this study we first investigated the conformation of ROMP PNBDC without 
the undecyl side group on the dicarboximide ring using MD simulations. Different 
combinations of backbone torsion angles generated a series of helical structures of 
ROMP PNBDC, which were minimized energetically. The minimized structures were 
then simulated at 300K for 500ps. All of the simulations on ROMP PNBDC, no matter 
what combinations of backbone torsion angles to begin with, generated a random coil 
conformation at the end of 500ps MD simulation. An example of such random coil 





Figure 5.9: End structure of ROMP PNBDC without the undecyl side group on the 




It appeared that although the fused dicarboximide ring could make the 
cyclopentane ring more rigid, without the undecyl side group it is not bulky enough to 
provide the steric hindrance that prevents the torsion angle of the rotatable bond to 
adopt a more linear conformation. Our simulations on ROMP PNBDC without the 
undecyl side group, no matter what helical conformation it started with, showed that it 










5.3.1.2 ROMP PNBDC_UD Simulations 
 
Previous results suggest that the undecyl side group is necessary to provide the 
steric hindrance for helix formation. Simulations were carried out on ROMP PNBDC 
with the undecyl side group (ROMP PNBDC_UD) with different combinations of 
backbone torsion angle as the starting conformation to see if the undecyl side group can 
fulfill the requirement of the bulky side group for forming a helical structure. 
Simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD showed that two different conformations 
that adopted helical structures. These two conformations are hereafter labeled as 
ROMP PNBDC_UD1 and ROMP PNBDC_UD2. Snapshots from simulations of 
ROMP PNBDC_UD1 and ROMP PNBDC_UD2 were exhibited in Figure 5.10 and 
Figure 5.11. The rest of ROMP PNBDC_UD with different combinations of backbone 
torsion angles all form a random coil after 500ps MD simulation. 
ROMP PNBDC_UD1 has repeating backbone torsion angles, 120° and 98°, as 
its starting conformation. The structure of this starting conformation is shown in Figure 
5.10 (a). It can be seen that these repeating torsion angles give ROMP PNBDC_UD1 a 
very tight and highly compact helical structure.  
After energy minimization ROMP PNBDC_UD1 remained helical with the 
compressed starting structure somewhat relaxed, however, a kink similar to the one in 
the backbone of non-ROMP PNB started to appear in the middle of the chain, which 
can be seen clearly in the backbone snapshot after minimization (Figure 5.10 (b)). After 
500ps of MD simulation, the structure of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 remained helix-kink 
conformation, which can be seen in the backbone snapshot after the MD simulation 







ROMP PNBDC_UD2 has repeating backbone torsion angles, 120° and 74°, as 
its starting conformation. The structure of this starting conformation is shown in Figure 
5.11 (a). It can be seen that these repeating torsion angles also give ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 a very tight helical structure. However, the orientation of the side chain 
of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 is a little different from that of ROMP PNBDC_UD1.   
After energy minimization ROMP PNBDC_UD2 helix started to relax from its 
compressed starting structure (Figure 5.11 (b) backbone snapshot). After 500ps of MD 
simulation, the structure of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 appeared to be very different from 
that of ROMP PNBDC_UD1. It remained partially helical, which can be seen in the 
backbone snapshot (Figure 5.10 (c)), but was much less ordered compared to the 






















Figure 5.10: Simulation snapshots of ROMP PNBDC_UD1. (a) helical starting 
structure, (b) structure after minimization (top structure being all atoms and bottom 
structure being backbone only), and (c) structure after 500ps of MD simulation (left 









Figure 5.11: Simulation snapshots of ROMP PNBDC_UD2. (a) helical starting 
structure, (b) structure after minimization (top structure being all atoms and bottom 
structure being backbone only), and (c) structure after 500ps of MD simulation (left 





5.3.2 Bulk simulation 
5.3.2.1 ROMP PNBDC_UD1 at 300K 
 
Four molecules of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 with a perfect helical conformation 
(Figure 5.10 a) were placed in a crystal cell with density of 0.6 g cm-3. These four 
molecules were aligned at the same angle along x, y and z axis respectively. The system 
reached the right density (0.9 g cm-3) following the compression protocol described 
earlier. After the system was compressed to the right density, the structure was 




Figure 5.12: Bulk simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD1. The snapshot of backbone 








It can be seen from Figure 5.12 that ROMP PNBCD_UD1 has a highly 
ordered conformation, which is a helix-kink conformation with one kink in the middle 
of each molecule chain. As mentioned earlier, this kink is similar to the one appeared in 
the backbone of non-ROMP PNB. The bulk simulation carried out at 300K showed 
structures very similar to the structure of ROMP PNBCD_UD1 at the end of single 
molecule MD simulation. The WAXD pattern that this structure generated only showed 
a single peak at the low angle (calculated in the next section), which represents only the 
intermolecular interaction. 
To make this structure a more amorphous one so that the split peak can be 




5.3.2.2 ROMP PNBDC_UD1 at 900K 
 
Previous results showed ROMP PNBDC_UD1 was so ordered that its WAXD 
pattern only had one single peak at lower angle, which represents the intermolecular 
interactions. Therefore high temperature simulations were conducted to reduce the 
structural order. To make sure molecules have enough room to sample conformational 
space, the starting density was set at 0.25 g cm-3 by making the cubic cell size very large. 
Four molecules of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 placed in the crystal cell were first 
energetically minimized before compression. The system reached the right density (0.9 
g cm-3) following the compression protocol described earlier as well. However, what as 
different was that this time the compression protocol was run at 900K rather than 300K 
to reduce structural order. After the system was compressed to the right density, the 
structure was simulated at 900K for 500ps using NPA MD. The end structure of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD1 after 500ps of bulk simulation was exhibited in Figure 5.13. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 High temperature bulk simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD1, backbone 
snapshot after 500ps of MD at 900K, density 0.9 g cm-3. 
 
 
Figure 5.13 showed that the structure of ROMP PNBDC_UD 1 after 900K 
bulk simulation was very similar to that from 300K bulk simulation and remained a 
highly ordered helix-kink conformation with one kink in the middle of each molecule 
chain. This conformation again failed to reproduce the WAXD pattern generated 
experimentally. The WAXD of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 from 900K bulk simulation also 
only showed a single peak at the lower angle, which suggested that the intermolecular 
packing of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 conformation is too ordered. Simulations on the 
different helical conformation, ROMP PNBDC_UD2 were conducted to determine if 






5.3.2.1 ROMP PNBDC_UD 2 at 300K 
 
A single molecule simulation showed a less ordered structure of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 compared to ROMP PNBDC_UD1. Therefore, ROMP PNBDC_UD2 
was used to run bulk simulation and generate WAXD patterns. To run bulk simulation, 
again four molecules of ROMP PNBDC_UD2, each molecule aligned with the same 
angle along x, y and z axis respectively, were placed in a crystal cell starting with a 
density of 0.6 g cm-3. The system was minimized first and gradually compressed to the 




Figure 5.14: Bulk simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD2. The snapshot of backbone after 








Figure 5.14 shows the backbone snapshot of the structure of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 at the end of 500ps bulk simulation at 300K. It can be seen from Figure 
5.14 that the bulk simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 showed a much less ordered 
conformation when compared to ROMP PNBDC_UD1. The structure of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 had some order in its backbone showing a helical conformation while 
had the rest of its backbone showing a random coil conformation. In addition, the end 
structure of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 from the 300K bulk simulation appeared to have less 
helical regions when compared to the end structure from the single molecule MD 
simulation (Figure 5.11). The WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 from the bulk 
simulation showed consistency with the observation of a less ordered structure and 
generated two distinct peaks at both lower and higher angle, representing 





5.3.3 Wide angle X-ray diffraction 
 
Figure 5.15 showed the WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD with undecyl 
side group on the dicarboximide ring experimentally generated by the Weck group. The 
wavelength of the incident radiation used was 1.0903 Å (E = 11 keV) providing a beam 
flux of greater than 1012 photons/sec. The two major peaks in the WAXD profile 
correspond to intersegmental and intrasegmental interactions within the polymer chain, 
indicating certain order in the conformation of ROMP PNBDC_UD. The peak at the 
lower angle is due predominantly to the intersegmental interactions, while the peak at 
the higher angle is due predominantly to the intrasegmental interactions. The positions 
of lower angle peak and higher angle peak are 2.6° and 13° respectively. All bulk 
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Figure 5.15: WAXD pattern generated by Weck group experimentally, low angle peak 
at 2.5°, and high angle peak at 12.6°. 
 
 
5.3.3.1 WAXD of ROMP PNBDC_UD 1 
 
As discussed earlier, bulk simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD 1 showed a 
highly ordered helix-kink conformation, even when the simulations were carried out at 
900K. The calculated WAXD patterns showed consistent results with what were 
observed during the bulk simulations. Both the 300K simulation and the 900K 
simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 generated only one single peak at lower angle in 
WAXD profile indicating only the intermolecular interaction (Figure 5.16 and Figure 




















Figure 5.16: WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 after bulk simulation at 300K. 

















Figure 5.17: WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 after bulk simulation at 900K. 








Therefore, the calculated WAXD of simulated ROMP PNBDC_UD1 failed to 
mimic the experimentally generated WAXD that showed two split peaks at both lower 
and higher angle (Figure 5.15). The single peak at lower angle in the calculated WAXD 




5.3.3.2 ROMP PNBDC_UD 2 
 
The bulk simulation of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 at 300K showed an intermediate 
ordered conformation where some regions were helical and others were random coil. 
The calculated WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 showed two split peaks at both 
lower and higher angle which were consistent with the experimental results. 
Although the calculated WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 generally 
matched the experimental data, the intensity had many tiny peaks on the graph and was 
not very smooth along the x-axis of 2theta. In order to fix the problem and smooth out 
the calculated WAXD pattern, bulk simulations on ROMP PNBDC_UD2 were 
repeated 8 times following the exact same simulation protocol. Each repeat generated a 
WAXD pattern. The WAXD calculated from eight repeats were averaged to generate 
an averaged WAXD pattern, which was plotted on the same graph with the 
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Figure 5.18: Averaged WAXD pattern from 8 repeat of bulk simulations of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 (blue) and WAXD pattern from experiment (red). The low angle peak is 
at 2-3°, and the high angle peak is at 11.5° for simulated WAXD pattern, while the low 





Figure 5.18 showed that the simulated WAXD pattern of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 generally matched the experimental WAXD pattern. The simulated 
WAXD pattern had several small splits of peaks at lower angle, which could be some 
artifacts of the small system. The simulated WAXD pattern had its higher angle peak at 
11.5° while the experimental WAXD pattern had its higher angle peak at 12.6°. This 
could be because the density used in the simulation was an estimate and may not be the 
exact same density of ROMP PNBDC_UD that was used to generate the WAXD 
pattern experimentally. 
In summary, both the structure from bulk simulation at 300K and the 
calculated WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 showed an intermediate 





similarity between the experimental results and bulk simulations of ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2 suggest that a helical conformation may occur in ROMP PNB when 






Simulations of ROMP PNBDC showed a random coil conformation and 
suggested that only the fused dicarboximide ring without the bulky side group (undecyl) 
was not enough to make the structure to adopt a conformation with order. Simulations 
of ROMP PNBDC_UD showed two versions of helix-kink conformation with different 
backbone torsion angles: ROMP PNBDC_UD1 and ROMP PNBDC_UD2. Bulk 
simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 showed a structure with too much order therefore 
failed to generate the WAXD pattern that matches the experimental data. Bulk 
simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 showed a conformation with an intermediate 
order and were able to generate the WAXD that is close to the experimental data. 
In summary, this work showed preliminary results on the important role of 
bulky side groups for helix formation. While the fused dicarboximide ring makes the 
cyclopentyl group non-rotatable, the undecyl side group is required to provide the steric 
hindrance that is capable of making ROMP PNB rigid and adopt a conformation with 
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Molecular modeling has been used to investigate the structures, dynamics and 
thermodynamics of biological systems and polymeric systems. This work has applied 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to study the secondary structure of both a 
biological molecule, Ribonucleic Acid (RNA),  and a synthetic polymer, ROMP 
poly(N-undecyl-exo-norbornene-5,6-dicarboximide) (ROMP PNBDC_UD). The work 
on RNA tetraloops enriches the understanding of the thermodynamics and folding 
mechanism of this very important RNA motif. The work on ROMP PNBDC_UD 
contributes to the general design of this polymer as homogeneous catalysts support 
with improved accessibility. From this work the following conclusions may be drawn: 
1. A d2 tetraloop with no defects in the stem, or the perfect d2 tetraloop is not a stable 
structure. 
 
This was confirmed by comparing the MD simulations of a standard tetraloop 
(805-standard tetraloop), a d2 tetraloop (314-d2-tetraloop) and a perfect d2 
tetraloop (cutd2-tetraloop). Simulation observations, RMSD analyses, hydrogen 
bonding calculations, and torsion angle showed that an unstable perfect d2 
tetraloop relative to the standard tetraloop and d2 tetraloop. This is consistent with 
the fact that the perfect d2 tetraloop has never been observed in the database and 





2. The stem defect appears to be a stabilizing factor for d2 tetraloops. 
 
The removal of the insertion residue from 314-d2-tetraloop made an unstable 
structure, cutd2-tetraloop. The simulation of 314-d2-tetraloop showed the insertion 
formed two hydrogen bonding interactions: one with the loop and one with the 
stem. Therefore the insertion residue is contributing to the stability of 
314-d2-tetraloop by decreasing the enthalpy of the system. Further investigation of 
the role of the insertion residue by eliminating these two hydrogen bonding 
interactions showed that the structure remained relatively stable especially in the 
stem. This suggests that the insertion residue also reduces conformational strain 
and therefore contributes to the stability of 314-d2-tetraloop. 
Simulations suggested the stem defects have to be structurally flexible in order to 
provide stabilizing hydrogen bonding interactions with the rest of the structure. 
This is consistent with the observations of stem defects of all the d2 tetraloops in 
the database. All the stem defects are flexible structure, i.e. none of them is a rigid 
stem. Therefore, while our simulations were carried out on one specific d2 
tetraloop, 314-d2-tetraloop, this insertion – stabilization is consistent with other d2 
tetraloops. 
 
3. The folding of tetraloops starts with the formation of the loop and may have the d2 
tetraloop as an intermediate state.  
 
High temperature simulation of 2249-standard tetraloop revealed two unfolding 
pathways, both of which showed that the folding of tetraloops started with the 
formation of loop. The closing base pair formed first, and then the loop and the 
stem started to form the critical interactions such as base pairing and stacking that 
make a tetraloop and its associated stem. Both unfolding pathways showed an 
intermediate state. In unfolding pathway 2, the structure of the intermediate state 
resembled to a large extent that of a d2 tetraloop, suggesting that the d2 tetraloop 
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may be a kinetically trapped intermediate during the folding of the standard 
tetraloop. However the intermediate was not exactly the same as a d2 tetraloop 
with an insertion such as 314-d2-tetraloop as we predicted. It was simply because 
the extreme stable closing base pair that could not easily open up. As a result the 
fourth residue (j+2) in the loop of 2249-standard tetraloop could not shift down to 




4. The undecyl bulky side group plays an important role in making ROMP PNBDC 
adopt a helix-kink conformation.  
 
Simulations of ROMP PNBDC showed a random coil conformation and suggested 
that only the fused dicarboximide ring without the bulky side group (undecyl) was 
not enough to make the structure to adopt a conformation with order. Simulations 
of ROMP PNBDC_UD showed two versions of helix-kink conformation with 
different backbone torsion angles: ROMP PNBDC_UD1 and ROMP 
PNBDC_UD2. Bulk simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD1 showed a structure with 
too much order therefore failed to generate the WAXD pattern that matches the 
experimental data. Bulk simulations of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 showed a 
conformation with an intermediate order and were able to generate the WAXD that 
is very close to the experimental data. 
 
 
6.2 Recommendations and Future work 
1. 314-d2-tetraloop, a sample structure of a d2 tetraloop with only one insertion 
residue in the stem was used to test the effect of stem defects. This is for the purpose 
of making the system computationally less expensive. For a better understanding of 
the effect of stem defects, it is recommended that future work investigate d2 
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tetraloops with more than one insertion residues or with other types of defects in the 
stem.  
2. Four runs of high temperature unfolding simulations of 2249-standard tetraloop 
were conducted in this work, which generated two different folding pathways. 
More simulations could be done on the unfolding simulations of standard tetraloops 
to confirm the structure of the intermediate state of folding.  
3. 2249-standard tetraloop were used as a sample structure of standard tetraloops to 
study its folding. More standard tetraloop sample structures could be tested under 
the same simulation method. 
4. High temperature unfolding simulations were used in this work in order to reveal 
folding pathway of a standard tetraloop. However, the approach of high temperature 
unfolding simulation may produce artifacts in the simulation. It is recommended 
that other types of biasing methods could be used to explore the folding of 
tetraloops, such as Steered MD [1], Maxwell’s demon MD [2], and 
replica-exchange MD. Folding pathway generated from different methods can be 
compared with each other to minimize simulation artifacts.   
5. The conformational search of ROMP PNBDC_UD backbone torsion angle was 
manually conducted by fixing one backbone torsion angle fixed at 120° and setting 
the other at a value from 0° to 360° with increment of 20°. Further investigation on 
the first backbone torsion angle is recommended to explore more possible 
conformations.  
6. The calculated WAXD pattern of ROMP PNBDC_UD2 was close to the 
experimental data. However, it was not smooth enough and had a lot of small peaks. 
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